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FOREWORD

The Leader Development Team of the U.S. Army Research Institute for the

Behavioral and Social Science8 (ARI) is involved in research and development

to improve the effectiveness of Army leadership. Its cutrent focus is the

identification of required skills and furictions at áll command levelsand

the subsequent development of assessment and training prbgrams.

This Technical Report provides an annotated bibliography of the senior

leadership literature with an emphasis on necessary skills and functions;

It includes theoretical and empirical contributions from military as Tdell as

nonmilitarsources and organizes the literature according to Content area

and yeture of theepublication.

The research effort is responsive to the requirements of RDT&E Project

2Q26371A792: Leadership and Management Tbchrki.cal grea of the FY 81 ARI work

program.'

8

PH ZEID
nical Director

I.



SENIOR LEADERSHIP: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE MILITARY ANI/ NONMILITARY

LITERATURE

:BRIEF

Requirement:

-To -compile and

skills and function

&adze the existing literature on senior leadership

o

I
Procedure:

Literatur n senior leadership was compiled thrdugh library searches

and com4ultations with leadership/management experts from academia, industry .

and the military. Published and unpublished were reviewed for

their relevance to the required functions and co etencies of effective senior

leaders at the colonel and general offices leve,l. The moat relevant contributicms

were abstracted and organized ,into three sections: Sunmary Literature (i.e.

manuscripts providing a general overview of the field); Empirical Literature

(i.e. research-based contributions); and Nonempirical Literature (i.e. a

representative sample of theories and personal opinion essays). Within the

sections each reference was classified according to its content area on .three

dimensions: "Organization Type" (military, nonmilitary or military-nonmilitary

comparisons): "Target Population" (senior leaders or level-comparisons): and

"Subject Matter" (senior' leader competencies andlor job related variables).

Findings:

(1) Of the 135 contributions abstracted, 28 items summarized the existing

literature, 64 were research-bated, and 43

essays.

e theoretical or personal opinion'

(2) rwenty-five items focused on militarj leadership, 98 dalt with the

industrial/private sector and 12 involved coyfparisons hetween th two,

(3) One hundred twenty four items dealt specifically with senior leaderx.

ahip. The remaining 11 dealt with general kheoretical issues.

(4) Of the 124 senior leadership contributions,'77 discussed only senior

leaders and 47 compared senior leaders with lower-level management.

vii9
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a
(5) Fifty-six seniox- eadership items focused.on senior leader Competencies,

30 concerned themselves mai ly with the senior leader's job and 38 dealt with
both competencies and job re ted variables.

(6) Of the II .general-issue items, six discussed the relationship between
leadership and management, whilt five described_similarities and differences
between military and nonmilitary envitonments.

'Wtilization of Findings:

Ihis bibliography will be of-imMedtate value to researchers, instructors
' and military leaders concerned with leadership training and development requirements

at seniOr levels. In addition, it will form one basis for researeh and development
in this area. - -

viii
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INTRODUCTION

Organizations need competent leaders at all command levels to efficiently

and effectively accomplish their missions. Recognizing this, the Army has

*
done a great deal of its own research and borrowed extensively fromfthe non-

Military sector to learn about the necessary skills, personal qualities,

abilities, and,knowjedge requirements,of competent leaders. The bulk of this

literature cohcentrates On leadership at the lower command levels, while re-

search on senior leaders (colonels and general officers) has been largely ig-

nored. Since tasks, responsibilities, and fumctions,diffe2\according to rank,

it may be thai the necessary competencies differ as well, and this literature

may not beAotally applicable'to leaders at the colonel and general officer
-N

level. A requirement therefgre exists for a research program that focuses

specifically on the necessa-6,senior leadership competencies to determine how

relevant the current.literature is to tiese higher level positions. This

type of research program seems especiafly important.since these senior lead-

ers have the broadest impact on the Army'
is

overall effectivenes.

The nrmy Research Institute"has initiated a program to meet this,need.

Before formulating resdarchable hypotheses Ind carrying out a comprehensive

research program, it was necessary to first discover what already had been

done in the area to avoid "re-inventing the wheel." Literature searches:

were undertaken at a number of libraries including the Library of Congress,

e

sq.-al college and univelity libraries, and the U.S. Department of the Army

Library, Headquarters; leadership experts from academia, industry, and the

military were consulted; and hundreds of books, popular maga;ines, journal

articles, technical reports, and unpublished manuscripts-were-reviewed.

This annotated,bibliography is a product of these efforts. It contains

135 items from both the military and nonmilit .ay\sectors orti seniox. leadership

....

`4.1
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funGtions And the knowledge, skills, and personal quarities.needed to ef-

fectively perform these functions. The majority of the listings are research-

'based. However, a,44Eber of theoretical woeks, pexsonal opinion essays, and

(other nonempirical contribution have also been'included to serve as possible

sources.of researchable hypotheses.

The bibliography does not claim to include all the relevant literature

(*the subject. For example; much othe training and development literature

ha's not been annotated because reçnt bibliograpties already exist in the

area.
1

Also, the great bulk of the lebdetship, management, and organizational

literature is omittred because much of it'either.does not distinguish among

managerial levels or focuse's only on lower management 1e4e1s. To learn about
-et

these p / \.....level differences, ems,,N.eben e included that compare

hierarchical levels:, however.

The bibliography is esped'atly selective regarding the nonempirical lit-

erature. Literally hundreds of "cookbooks" have been published expressing

one person's opinion'of what it,takes'to be an effective executive. Because

they are not based on empirical evidence, and, for the most part, W.ffer very

c- little from each other, only a representative sample of these items hag

been included.

*/

The-annotated items'are divided into three broad sections according to

the general nature 'of the'publication. Section 1 dontains materials sum-

marizing the existing literature and provides a general overview of the

, field. Section 2 compiles the research-based, literature. , Most of the items
-

1-
For an excellent annotated bibliography on military training and deyelcipMent,

:see Taylor, R. L. -lac & Wall, D. W. CPT. Air Force Prpfessianal Military Edu-
cation and Executive Leadership and Management Develbpment. A Summary and
Annotated Bibliography. USAF Academy, COLO: Dept. of Economics, Geography
.and Management,.January 1980. The nonmilitaly diterature is adequately covved
in Margerison, C. J. & Huter, N. Management and Organization Development
Bibliography. West Yorkshire, Englana: MCB,publiceions, -1975.

'2
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in this section report original research, while some describe earli re-

'search programS'. Section 3 includes the ponempirical contributions. These C:

are largely conceptual pieces based on personal experiences rather than sys-

.tematic research efforts!

References are arranged.alphabetically within each section, anti assigned

a hyphenated, threer.digit classification number (e.g., "1-01"). The first

digit identifies the section in which the listing appears (1 = Summary Lit-
.

e4Ature; 2 = Empirical Literature; 3 = Nonempirical Literature). The two

numbers following the hyphen refer to the item's location within that section.

Thus "1-01" would refer to the lirst item in46the Summary Literature Section;

"2-10" to the tenth listing in the Eppirical Literature Section, etc.

A brief introduction precedes each section, summarizin its content.

Each introductiovi includes a table which classifies the section items on

three dimensions: "Organization Type.," "Target Population," and "Subject

Matter." ith respect to "Organization Type,", most items can be classified

as being c ncerne91 with either the military or the nonmilitary sedtor. How-

ever, some of the literature deals with comparisons between the two sectors.

' These are classified under the subdiN;Nion '"Mil-Nonmil Comparison." Two

classifications exist far "Target Population." The subaivision "Senior

Leaders" contains items dealing with the characteristics of top management

only, while_the literature under the "Level Comparison" subdivision contrasts.
#

4, 4,

senior.leaders with lower level management. The third dimension, "Subject

Matter," describes the.item's cont,7nt. Some items concern skills, abilities,

persdn'al qualities, and/or knowledge requirements df senior leaders. These

are classified under the "Competencies!' subdivision. Other items are con-

cerned with the nature of the positions senior leaders hold, rather than

.with specific competencies'needed for those positions. Ipcluded here are
.f



.11

1
itemliftdiscussing iunctions, roles, job...related activities, position ddtcrip-

tions, and other variables more characteristic of the organization than the

'individual. ItiNs in this category are classified under the "Job-Related

Variables" subdivision. Items concerned with both Competencies.and job7

related-variables are listed under each of the two subdivisions.

The items are listed in the tables according to the last two digits of
a

their identification numbef. The first digit, whi,ch identifies the section,

)has been omitted since all items in a particular tabl,e are contained within

the same section. 1

Although the bibliograpp is not exhaustive, we have attempted to in-
.

clude as many of /the truly significant itemg as could be found, read, and

evaluated. Given the unstructured state of the literature (and the pr\ent

author's personal biases), it would not be surprising to learn that some

significant contributkons have been unintentionally omitted. Should the

reader note such omissions, a phOne call or a letter would be sincerely

appreciated.

,

4
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'The 28 items in.Section 1 provide a general overview of th:s,field in-

asmuch as they either summarize the existing literature or raise general is-,

sues that'are'relevant to tenior leadership competency.. Sixteen of the

listings review thevempirical and theoretical literature; two are edited

volumes (one of these (10) is a compilation of nonemp4ical essays and the

other '(27) contains research literature); and 11 Aeal with general theor'eti-

cal issues relevant to but
t

not speci,fically concerned with the study of

necessary senior 1eadersh4 competencies and functions.

Table 1 describes the content of these 28 listings according to the

classification system outlined earlier. The majority of theseelistings

deal specifically with senior leadership competencies from the nonMilitary'

sector. Of the military contributions, One (14) reviews the general'officer

literature, two (05, 24) summarize the competency 'feioa ture from both mili-ie

tarnand nonmilitary sectors, ahd oAe (03) reviews studies related to the

transferability of skill requirements from military to nonmilitary sectors. .

The general-issues items are litted only under "Organization Type" in

Table 1 since they do not specifically deal with senior leadership competen-.

cies. Six of the general-issues listings (03, 09, 11, 15, 19, 21) concern

the question of generalizability between military and nonmilitary sectors.

"t The military has repeatedly borrowed from the private sector to detelop its

management and training philosophy. This implies acceptance of the assump-a

tion that the two sectors are sufficiently qimilar to warrant the direct

transfer of mragement techniques, theories, and research findings. The

six items discuss the validity of this agkumption. The remaining five gen-

eral-issues items (08, 17, 23, 26, .28) dispuss the similarities, differences,

2
One of the listings (03) is both a literature review ari0 a general-issues
item. Vence the threetypes of listings discussed in this paragraph adds to
29 rather than 28 (the actual number of section listings).

6
1



and relAtive importance of the two major components'of senior, level posi-

tions: "Leadership" and "ManageMent." Three c:4 these items (08, 17, 2j).'

specifically refer to leade hip Sus management in the military and hence

are classified'unAer the "Mill " subdivision in Table 1. The remaining

-

two.leadership/manageMent items
_A

(2,p,28) do.not specifically mention the

military and are classified in the "Nonmilitary" subdivision.

1-\L"

,

t

7

.42



Tablejl

Descriptive Contents of Summary Literature (Section 1)

Organizatioh Type Target Group Subject Matter
Non-

Military military
Mil-Nonmil
Comparison

:Senior Level
Leaders ,Comparisons Competencies

Job-Related
Variables *

0
05 01 03 01 04 fi 0 1 '01
08 02 09 02 05

4

02 04
04 11 ,06 12 04 96

17 06 15 07 13 05 10
23 07 19 10 20 07 12
24 10 21

, 14 22 10 16
12 16 25 12 18

18 13 22
1,6 .24 14 24
18 2.7 18 27
20 20
22 24
25 25
26 27. 27

28

4

8
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1-01. Artjyris, C. Research trends in executive behavior. Advanced Man-

agement, 1956, 21(3), 6-9. (Also in P. D. Grub,6 N. M. Loeser-
. (eds.), Executive Leadership: 'The Art of Successfully,Managing

Resources. Wayne, Ph: MOI Publications, 1969, pp. 429-434.)

Much of this article is a summary of Argyris' earlier writ-

ings on the need for executive training in human relations skills

and participative management. The author's basic tenet is that

executives must recognize the importance of building an organiza-

tional climate enhancing personal growth and development. S.ich a

+climate is fostered by free and open communication and sensitivity

to own ana.others' feelings. This "humanistic" philosophy rests

on -the aSsumption that the creation of a trusting atmosphere will

decrease employee apathy and increase indiVidual satisfaction,

group,morale; the motivation to produce and, ultimately, produc-
.

, tivity itself.

1-02. Bahn, C. Can intelligence tests predict executive performance"? Per-

sonnel; 1979, 56(4); 52-59.
After summarizing researdh 61-1 the predictiye power of intelli-

. gence tests at the executive level, Bahn concludes-that a fairly

high level of intelligence is needed to perform the executive

funaions but the exact level depends upon' situational :actors

such as subordinate intelligence and the degree to which the job

requires abstract thinking. He suggests the use ofintelligence

tests as one of several indicants of competence inexecutive se-

lection` and assessment.

1-03. Biderman, A. D. Where do they go from here--retired military in America.

Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Sciences, 1973,

406, 141-161.
After reviewing earlier studies on jobs taken by retired Army

officers of all ranks), the author concludes that skills learned in

the milita/ are transferrable to the industrial community. A 1966

study of 20,000 retired officers (mOstly MAJs,and LTCs) reported

that 20% held managerial, positions in industry, while an earlier

,survey found that almost one-half of the officers sampled acceptea

jobs in industry.

1-04. Campbell-, J. P., Dunnette, M. D., Lawler, E. E., III, & Weiok, 't. K.,

Jr. Managerial Behavior, Performance and Effectiveness. New York:

McGraw-Hill, 1970.
.

.

This often cited book provides a comprehensive summary and.

critique of the managerial effectiveness Vterature prior to 1970.

-The following chapters are eSpecially rel1int to managerial Skills

and characteristics: Chapter 2 (Determiners of Managerial Effec-

tiveness), Chapter 4 (Describing the Managerial Job), Chapter 5

(Defining and Measuring Manageri41 Effectiveness) , Chapter 6 (Pos-

sible Predictors of Managerial Effectiveness) , Chapter 8 (Research

Results: Actuarial Studies of Managerial Effectiveness), Chapte'r 9

(Research Results: Clinical Studies of Managerial Effectiveness),

Chapter 15 (Managerial Motivation), and Chapter 17 (Managerial

Style: Research Results and a Social Psychological View). A major

. Aheme of this volume is that managerial effectiveness is a function

9
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of complex interactions between abilities, motivation, and the0
social and organizational'environment. It_rejects the static
model used by most researchers of studying persans,"jobs, and/or
their interaction at one point in time, arguing that one must
recognize "change" As an important characteristic of organize-

. tional life.' While topmanagers are not the prime focus,,they
were represented in many of the,studies cited involving level
comparisoRs. - ,

1-05. Clement, S. D. & Ayres, D. B. A Matrix of Organizational Leadership
Dimensions. Leadership Monograph Series No. 8. Ft. Benjamin
Harrison, IN: U.S. Army Administration Center, 1976.'

This is a'monograph in-the U.S.,Army War College,"Leadership
for the 1970s" series (see also 2-40, 2-57) . It desclips'a tax-
onomy of nine'management and 'leadersAip dimensions and the specific
behaviors associated with eAph, according to rank level (lieutenant
througn general officer). This taxonomy was developed from an
analysis of the leadership and management literature, with special
emphasis on the behavioral studies in the,Ohio State/University of
Michigan tradition. The resulting nine dimensions are Communica-
tion, Human Relations, Counseling, Supendsion, Technical, Manage-
ment science, Decision Making,t Planning, and Ethics. In describing
these dimensions by rank level, the author suggests there is less
of a need for technical and leadership skills (i.e., human rela-
tions, Counseling, Supervision) and an increasing need-for eqics
(creating codes of-behavior) and conceptual skills (Decision Making,
Planning) as one ascends the organizational. hierarchy. tommunica-
tion skills remain extremefy impvi.tant at all leirels, while the
management Science (i.e., adminibtrative) skills are considered less
important for colonel/generaI officers than for mid-level positions.

vot

11-06.- Cooper, C. C. & Marshall, J. Occupational sources of stress. Jour-
nal Of Occupational Psychology, 19,76, 49, 11-28.

After reviewing the literature-on sources of occupational
stress, the authors conclu4 that stress and stress-related illness
increase at higher managemrnt levels because the situational fac-
tors associated with stress are more prevalent at these Iligher
levels. Among these souEces of stress are information OVefload,
,role conflict, role ambiguity, and overpromotion (i.e., being pro-

,

moted to levels beyond their capabilities).

1-07. Dunnette, M. D. Predictors of executitye success. In F. R. Wickert &
D..E. McFarland (eds.) , Measuring Executive Effectiveness. New
York:' Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1967, pp. 7-48.

A review of 40 studieS done between 1950-and 1965 on traits,
interests, biographical, and demographic data associated with

. executive success. Among the personality factors normally found
were: dominance, self-confidence, conscientiousness, manipulative
sociability (i.e., a desire to make business contacts as opposed
to forming close personal ties) , and high needs for independence,
power, autonomy, achievement, and money.- Biographic characteris-.
tics included an open, nonrestrictive upbringing, a background of

10
91
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success, and college paTticipation in extracurricular activities.

In addition, some studies report executives scored high on "man-

agement" and low on "agriculture" and "medical professions" on

vocational inventory batteries. The reviewer concludes from-

these studies that the executive's job is more task- than people-

oriented and personal characteribtics as well. as training and

experience are important for success.

1-0$. -EDote, E. P.,4COL. Drucker, Clausewitz and Us. Military Review,

1980, 60(7) , 51-54.

Essay'by a senior Armleoff cer on the relative importance of

leadership and management skills for commanding officers., The

..term "manager" has. taken on a dero tory connotation, she notes,

as the Army has begun to emphasize leadership traihing. The au-

thor argues against taking sides on the quesition of which is.more

important. Both roles are required of a commander, for he/she

must influence, motivate, and direct people ("leadership") as well

as organize .nonhuman resources ("management") , and the commander

-4-should receive training in both.

1-09 Fottler, M. D. Is management generic? Academy of Management Journal,

1981, 6(1) , 1-12.
The author argues that managerial functions a e ent for

the four basic types oliorganizations (private for-profit, rivate

nonprofit, private quasi-public, itrild public) in that each organiza-
.

tion typeitis supported by different subisectors of society and has

different demands placed on it. This, in turn, creates different

vatues, incentives, and conStraints for management and, hence,

differences in how the hasic,managerial processes are implemented.

The author concludes one should notAeneralize from one organization

type to another.

1-10. Grub, P. D. & Loeser, N. M. (tds.). Executive Leadership: yhe Art of

Successfully'Managing Resources. Wayne, PA,:, MDI Publications,

1969.
This book of readings is a compilation of 110 journal articles

organized into 15 chapters covering a bioad range of executive-

related issues. Most articles can be classified as "think-pieces,"

based largely on the personal experiences of its authors with no

original data presented and:.relatively=few empirical studies cited.

.The major criteria for including an art.icle in this volume, accord-

ing to the editors, were recency, of publication and relevancy to

the modern executive rather than recognized quality. Articles most

relevant to the toiDic of executive skills and .filnctions 'are ,found

in ChaPter 2 ("The Role\of the Executive"), Chapter 3 ("Criteria

for Executive Success"), Chapter 4 ("Planning and Controlling:

The Key to Dynamic Growth"), Chapter 6 ("Top-Level Decision and

Communication"), Chapter 7 _(4.Identifying and.5ekecting Executives")

and Chapter,.8 ("Motivation; Performance, and Appraisal"). (Some

items from this book are annotated separatelSr. See 1-01, 2-27,

3-15, .3-16, 3-29.)
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1-11. Janowitz, M, Sociology and the Military Establiahment. New York:
Russell Sage Foundation,' 1959.

In the first chapter of this old but not outdated book, Jano-
witz presents a case for .the,similarities between the military and
industrial sectors. He acknowledges the obvious differences in
goals (combat readiness vs. profit), motivational basis (duty and
honor vs. free enterprise and pr6fit-motive), ideal managerial

;.characteristics (leader vs. manager) , and the emphasis placed ow
authority ante/rank structure. However, he contends that these
differences wila lessen as the military becomes more "civilian-
ized," by (1) working more closely with industry on technology,
(2) shifting from a "hostility" to a "deterrence" philosophy,-
(a) bqcoming more concerned with.a broad-range political social

. and economic issues, and Ai) developing a less fluctuating and
more stable peacetime force.

,
S.

1-12 Kerr, S., Schriesheim, C. A., Murphy, C. J., &'Stogdill,. R. H. Toward
a contingency theory of leadership based upon the consideration and
initiating structure literature Organizational Behavior and Human
,Performance, 1974, 12, 62-82.

The authors discuss job level es a possible moderator variable
litdature,review of factors affecting the leader behavior

dimensions of "Consideration" and "Initiating Structure." After
considering the contradictory findings of 15 studies, they conclude
there is no clear consensus concerning the nature of its moderating
effect. They suggest that future research should control for other
organizational variables which may be related to job level.

'

1-13. Korman, A. K. The prediction of manageLal performance: A review.
Personnel Psychology, 1968, 21, 295-322.

After reviewing the relevant literature prior to 1968, Korman
evaluates the predictive validity of variousassessment techniques.
He concludes there.are feW valid performance predictors, especially
for top level positions. Rating techniques, especially peer-rat-
ings, were found to be most predictive, and personality inventories
and leadership ability tests were least predictive at all levels.
Personal history forms and ability tests did not predict performance
above the first-line supervisor level. Korman suggests that assess-,
ment techniques should be conceptually related to function6 and
"skills of a particular positiorl. One should first discover what
the job entails, then develop prRdictors to assess the necessary
functions and skills, rather than using the traditional "shotgun"
empirical approach..

1-14. Malone, D. M., COL. Leadership at General Officer Level. Unpublished
manuscript'. U.S. Army.War College, Carlisle Barracks,'PA, 1976.

This document was prepared for student use at the U.S. Army
War College. It presents a Summary and critique of existing lit-
erature on general officer job requirements. According to the au-
thor, there has been very little systematic research done on the
skills necessary_at the general officer level. Much of t.he work
is anecdotal, pieced together from autobiographies or self-report

12



data and hinges on an outmoded trait theory philosophy. As with

mogt unresearched areas, the claim is ihat'there are few common=

alities among general officer positions and skills. 'The autho

stresses the need for research in this area which takes the situ-
.

ation as well as the individual into account:

1-15. Malone, D. M., COL & Penner, D. D. You can'trun an army like a

.corporation. Army, 1980, 30(2), 39-47.

An essay by instructors at the.U.S. Army War College delineat-

ing the differences existing between military and industrial or-

ganizations in obj ctives, organizational structure, and managerial

roles. Because of ese differences the authors caution against

blindly following the dictates of-industry and argue that the

military should develop it8 own doctrinal literature.

1-16. Marbles, D. L. StuOes on managers: A fresh start. Journal of Man-

agement Studies, 1967, 4, 282-299.
The author reviews and evaluates the studies on managerial

activities .(e.g., how executives spdnd their time) and suggests a

new methodological paradigm. He criticizes past research for their

atheoreticat approach, for using vaguely defined.categories and

4.1P' an unreliable unit of analysis (the "episode} and for basing con-

clusions on self-reports that do not correspond to actual behavior.

He suggests a model using effective problem solving (the principal

executive goal) as a basis for categorizing and recording' behavior.

1-17. Meyer, E. C., GEN. Leadership: A return to basics. Military Review,

1980, 60(7), 4-9.,
The Chief of Staff of the Army presents a policy statement.,on

the requirements Aor successful leadership and the relative impor-

tance of leadershi and management in today's Army. f4bile acknowl-

edging that both are necessary, he notes that the two are neith r

synonymous nor interchangeable, and success in one does not nece

sarily guarantee'success in the other. The Army has been concen-

trating on trainingmanagers to the exclusion of leadership, he

argues, and it is time to reverse the emphasis. According to Gen-

eral Meyer, training should be aimed at developing the three basic

reqUirements of a successful leader: character, knowledge (techni-

cal and human relations skills), and the ability to apply what is

learned to actUal situationS. Armed with these skills, the leader

will be able to motivate subordinates and instill a willingness to

sacrifice (the primary leadership objectives) by developing in

them a sense of loyalty, team spirit, trust, and confidence.

1-18. Mintzberg, H. The Nature of Managerial Work. New York: Harper &

Row, 1973.
In this often-cited book Mintzberg argues that the traditional

common-sense, nonempirical approach to describing manageiial func-

tioning is too general and not characteristic of actual managerial

work. He highlights 10 necessary managerial functions/roles and
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eiqht sets of-skills based on a review of the managerik job re-
search and hieown study with five chief executive officers. Trig,
10 roles are grouped into three broad categories: Interpersonal
roles (figureheads, liaison, and(1,eader), Information roles (moni-

- tor, disseminator, and spokesman)',\and Decision roles (entrepreneur,
disturbance handler, resource al.locator, and negotiator). The
eight sets of skills seen as necessary to effectively accomplish
these furitions are: peer skill , leadership skills,-conflict
resolution sills, information p ocessing skills, skills int.
decisionmakin' under ambiguity, re urce allocator skills, entre-

, preneurial ski4.1s, and skills of introspection. He points out that
too much time has been spent discussing the necessary functions and

tinj teaching the necessary skills. He also argues that
these ,functions and skills are characteristic of all managers, re-
gardle$s of level.

1-19. MUrray, M. A. Comparing public and private management: An explora-
tory essay. Public Administration Review, 1975, ,35, 364-379.

The author argues for a "generic" view of management:. While'
the publo.c andlorivate sectors may differ in content area, specific
goals and techniques, the danagement process is universal, and both
engage in planning, coordinating,

directing/motivating, and decision-
making. There may be differences; says the author, but one must
ask whethew these differences actually affect the management pro-cess. The author's answu is a "cautious no," and predicts in-
creasing similarity as tlia public and private sectors become more
interdependent.

1-20. tiashN A. N. Vocational interests.of effective managers: .A review of
the literature. Personnel Psychology, 1955, 18, 21-23.

This article reviews some 60 studies, on managerial vocational
interests. The general consensus, accordirig to Nash, is that ef-

t fective (as compared to ineffective)-managers have stronger per-
suasive; verbal, and literary interests, a more positive interest
in business-related occupations, and less of an interest in scien-tific and technical fields. Social service, humanitarian, and

, people-oriented interests were usually found to be positively cor-.
related with effectiveness at lower managerial levels, but nega-

1; tively related at the executive level. Tjhe reviewer suggests that
executives understand the needs of otherg, but are not concerned 1.

',with satisfying them unless theY benefit the organization. Nash
-;.concludes that although effective managers were found to have an
oidentifiable set of interests, the correlations were not high .

,nough to warrant definitive statements. '

O'Ccsr, M. G., RADM & Brown, D. S. Military contributions to man--.

hge ent. Defense-Management Journal, 1980, 16(2), 50-57.
This article argues for the similarity between managerial po-

eitions in industry and the military. It points out that the two
sectors are constantly exchanging managerial theories and techniques,
and describes 19 different managerial techniques that have been de-
wiloped in the military and adopted by industry.

14
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1-22. Porter, L. W. & Lawler, E. E., 'III. Properties of,orgarrization

structure in relation to job attitudes and job behaviorS. Psk-7:

chological'Bulletin, 1965, 64, 23-51.
This literature review includes a summary of the pre-1965

studies relating job attitudes and behaviors to'd*fferent levels
Within industrial organizations. The studies summarfAd indicate
that such factors as job and need satisfaction, amount of infor-
mation received and processed, type of interpersonal relations,
and type and nature of decisions all vary accor6ing to organize-

tiOnal level. The reviewers emphasize the-importance of using

],evel as a moderator variahle in studies on organizatiip structure

and suggest that future research concentrate'on the Oestion of
what it is about different levels that createsdifferent jog, atti-
tudes and behaviors.,

1-23 Segal, D. R. Leadership and ManagemeAt:. Organizational TheorYt
Unpublished manuscript, University of Maryland,- 1980.

The essay's theme is that both leadership and management
functions are essential in mrlitary o nizations, but they are

not synoilomous and should be distingu shed. According to the au-

,thor, they stem from different and con licting philosophical tra-
ditions (leadership being linked to soc al philosophy and manage-

ment to rational, individualistic cost enefit Models), require

different sets of skills (interpersonal vs. technical and Concep-
tual), are associated with different,probiem areas within an or-

. ganization (e.g., morale and cohesiveness vs. logistics and systems
analysis), and differ in relative importance according to rank and
position (leadership being more essential at lower'and management

at higher command levels). The fact that they are distinct implies
that individuals do not'necessarily have the innate potential to

develop both Sets of skills. The author suggests the Army should
take these differencescinto account when ,considering training, pro-

motion, and duty assignments. .(The manuscript makes a number of

interesting suggestions that should be researched. -However, it
presents somewhat of a "straw man" argument, implying that most

organizational psychologists and practitioners use the terms
leadership-and management synonombusly, but citing no references

to substantiate this claim. Also, the author's assertion.that
leaders are born, not made, has not received much empiriCal
support.)

1-24. U.S. Department of the Army. Leadership at Senior Levels of Command.

Department of the-Army Pamphlet 600-15. Washington, October

1968.
This 1968 Department of the Army pamphlet recognizes three

interrelated roles of senior officers, decisionmaking, management,
and leadership, but focuses only on the latter. The major leader-

ship function, according to the pamphlet, is human resource coordi-
nation, which involves policy formulation, monitoring goal accomp-

lishment, and the development of a cohesive personnel system. The

pamphlet emphasizes the last of these coordinating functions and the

two.sets of skills necessary to accomplish it: Diagnostic skills
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(the ability to ana1y4e a situation, Mte -the critical elements, and
formulate plans) and Action skills (plan-imPlementation through
social influence). .(Although 13 years old, this pamphlet remains

-,the major U.S. Army statement on senior leadership doctrine. It
may well be outdated since it is 6ased largely on literature prior
to 1965 that did not distinguish between senior and lower level

+ leaders.)

1-25. Vroom, V. n. Motivation in Management. New,York: American Founda-,
tion for Management Research, 1965.

This pamphlet reviews the managerial motivation literature
prior to 1965. The review indicates that only a small number of
the studies concentrated'on the higher levels of management. Those
few studies that did compare managerial motivation according to
organizational level found higher level managers expressed a greater
job satisfaction and a stronger desire for power, authority, and
personal growth and development.

1-26. Welte, C. E. Management'and 1eade4ship: Concepts with an important
difference. Personnel journal, 1978, 47, 630-633-, 642.

This pertonal opinion essay by a management consultant/trainer
argues for a distinctiorl between leadership (ability to conduct ,

interpersonal relations and influence people to take desired ac-
tions) and management (ability to coordinate diverse activities)
because the functions and skills required of each are different
and not necessarily correlated. He also argues for a distinction
between "styles of leadership" and "leadership behavior" for the
same rvasons.

1-27. Wickert, F. R. & McFarland, D. A. '(Eds.). Measuring Executive'Ef-
fectivendss, New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1967.

' This volume contains eight papers on executive .effectivenes
by leading industrial psychologists from universities and busi-
nesses. (Since the contributions were originally prepared for a
1964 personnel research conference, the results reported may be
outdated. However, the papers are well worth reading for examples
of methodolwically sound research and discussions of rssues to
be concerneewith in assessing executive effedtiveness. Two chap-
ters from this volume are annotated separately (see 1-P, 2-01).)

1-28. Zaleznik, A. Managers and leaders: Are they different? Harvard
..Business Review, 1977, 55(3), 67-78.

The author suggests that managers and leaders differ in their,
roles, motivation, personal history, and how they think and act.
Leaders are described as active change agents who use power to in-
fluence and require risk-taking ability, persuasive communication
skills, and an ability to become emotionally involved with people
and with goals. Managers, on the other hand, are seen as problem-
solvers who are rational thinkers rather than doers. They are con-
servative compromisers who maintain an emotional detachment from

16
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people end an impersonal passive attitude toward goals. Given

.these basic differences, the author suggests that it maynot be
possible for one person to have the characteristics of both.
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Table 2 provides a content summary of the, empirical works listed in this

section. Of the 64 items, 11 describe studies with military samples only, 48

involve nonmilitary personnel, and 5 dompare senior leaders from the dilitary

and nonmilitary sectors. Thirty'of the listings deal only with the senior

leader,-, and the remaining 34 are level-comparison studies. In the latter

group are 31 studies that compared upper and lower management apd three
, -

studies (01, 11, 58) which compared different levels of senior leadership(.

-

With respect to the subject matter, 28 listings concentrate on senior leader

competencies, 24 emphasize job-related variables, and 12 are classified under

both categories.
/

Most of the listings used interviews and/or questionnaire surveys of

senior leaders, their superiors, or subordinates. However, other techniques

were used as well.. Some can be described as "managerial activity" studies

(04, 06, 11, 30, 32, 34, 50, 60), involving studies on what managers actually

do, based on self-reports or direct observations:, In general, studies in

this category employed very mnall sample sizes (usually fewer than 10) and

report data in terms of percentage of time spent on various activities.

Other listings (03, 13, 31,.61) discovered competencies by asking leaders to

describe "critical incidences" and factor analyzing the results.

The majority of items describing competenbies did not distinguish effec-

/tive from ineffective executives, but simply concerned themselves with the

characteristics of.the "typical" executive. There were some exceptions, how-

ever. (03, 05, 31, 36, 61, 62).

, It is also difficult to evaluate-the generalizability of much of the re-

search reported, since most authors provide only qualitative interpretation

of the dati\or, at most, summarize the results in terms of means and per-

centages. Notable exceptions are four level-comparison studies (03, 05,

. 31, 62) and one study with senior civilian.navat executives (32).

19 0
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Table 2

,bescriptive contents of Empirical Literature (Section 2)

Organization Type Target GroUp Subject Matter
- Non-

Military miiitary
Mil-Nonmil
Comparison

,Senior Level
Leaders CoMparisons Competencies

Job-Related
Variables

01 52 -13 04 01 01 02
28 02 53 22 06 02 03 04
31 OS 54 \23. 07 05 06
39 04 56 24 10 05 09 07
40 05 60 42 12 08 10 08
43 06 61 14 09 12 09
55 07 63 15 11 15
57 -08 64 19 13 16 11
58 09 3 16 17 13
59 10 25 17 18 14
62 11 27 18 19 15

12 30 20 20 19
15 32 21 22 21
16. 33 22 24 23
17 36 24 26 25
18 37 26 27 28
19 39 28 28 29
20 40 29 31 30
21 43 31 32 32
25 44 34 33 34
26 45 35 35 35
27 49 38 36 39

.29 51 41 37 41
30 52 42 38 46
32 54 46 39 47
33 55 47 40 48
34 56 48 41 49
35 59 50 42 50
36 60 53 43 51
37 61 57 44 53
38 58 45 54
41 62 48 55
44 63 49 57
45 64 52 60
46 55 61
47 56 63
48 58'
49 59
50 62

51 64
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2-01. Bentz,.V. J. The Sears experience in the investigation, description

and prediction of executive'behavior. In F. R. Wickert & D. D.

McFarland (Eds.), Measuring Executive Effectiveness. New York:

Meredith Publishing Company, 1967,10o. 147-205.
The article describes the persiNal characteristics of ef4ec-

tive Sears executives (store managers through corporate office

executives) based on 2,458 responses to a test battery measuring

interests, values, and personality traits. Among the characteris-

tics associated with success were (1) a competitive drive for

;
eminence and authority;, (2) high stress tolerance and stamina; -

(3) intellectual skills (i.e., an ability to problem-solve, struc-

tural orderliness in thinking, and high verbal and quantitative. ,

aptitude); (4) social leadership skills, involving an abil.ity to

organize and motivate people toward goal accoMPlishment while main-

taining detachment and objectivity; and (5) a lack of artistic in-

terests. This description was generally true of executives regard-

less of geographic location and organiiational level.

2-02. BlankenShip, V. & Miles, R..E. Organizational structure and mana-

gerial decision-making. Administrative Science Quarterly, 1968,

13, 106-120.
This study was concerned with decision-making differences as

a function of hierarchical lerel using questionnaire responses of .

190 managers from 8 companies. Among the findings were: (1) senior

leaders exerted a greater degree of autonomy at each successively

higher level of management; (2) top level managers were more likely

to make the final choice and to exert strong influence on decisions;

and (3) top level managers relied AeavilY on subordinates for in-

formation and recommendations.

2-03. Boyatzis; R. E. The Competent Manager. New York: Wiley, 1981 (in

press).
The study identified 19 job-related competencies of saperior

managers using a modified critical incidents -technique. It was

found that 16 of these competencies could be described by 5 com-

petency clusters. The 5 clusters (and competencies within each)

that distinguished superior from average managers were: Goal and

Action Management (efficiency orientation, pro-activity, diagnostic

use of concepts, concern'with impact); Leadership (self-confidence,

use of oral presentation, conceptualization); Human Resource Man-

agementjuse_of socialized power, group process management, accu-

rate self-assessment, positive regard); Subordinate Direction (use

of unilateral power, developing others, spontaneity); and Focus on

Others (perceptual objectivity -and self-control). "Stamina and

adaptability," "logical thought," and "specialized knowledge"

were identified competencies not associated with these clusters.

The relative importance 'Of each cluster varied as a function of

level. The "Goal and Action Management" cluster was relevant to

performance at all managerial levels and the "Leaderphip" cluster .

was relevant fOr middle and executive level managers. In addition,

three other corhpetencies predicted effective performance at the

executive level: "perceptual objectivity," "managing group fprocess,"
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and "developing others."\ Differences were also found in compari-
sons between successful managers in tfie.private and public sector.
All competencies in the "Goal and Management" cluster, two of the
"Leaderthip" cluster competenoieS (conceptualization and use cpc
oral pregentation), and the,"managing group process" competency
were demonstrated 'Fre often by managers in the private sector

.ganizations.than by managers in the public sector. An integraed
competency model was developed based on the results of this study.
(See 2-30 for a study using this technique with a military
sample.)'

2-04. Burns, T. Directions of activity.and communication in a departmental
executive group. Human Relations, 1954, 7, 73-97.

This study reports how and with whom four division.managers
in one department of a British engineering firm spent their time
over a 5-week period. It was found that over three-fourths of
their time involved face-to-face interaction, much of it amohg
themselves. Also discrePancies were found between,the,managers'
perceptions and actual behavior. The group underestimated the
time spent with personneloverestimated time involved with pro-
duction, and frequently misperceived the intent of communications
directed at them. The author suggests that the significance of
lateral communication has been underestimated.

2-05. Butterfield, D. A. Leaderghip and organizational effectiveness.
In P. E. Mott, Characteristics of effective organizations. New
York: Harper & RoW, 1972. Pp. 117-149.

. Using two levels of management, the study'compared the pre-
dictive power of four leadership theories by correlating subordi-
nate ratings of leadership variables described by these theories
with crganizational effectiveness measures. None of the leader-
ship variables were re1aä to effectiveness at the lower organi-
zational level. At the higher level, some (but not all) variable's
for each theory were correlated with effectiveness. All predictors
belonged to "task orientatioe and "group maintenance" leadership
characteristics. The author concludes that leadership has a sig-
nificant but limited relationship to effectiveness and suggests
that other organizational variables must be considered along with
leadership to understand effectiveness. The author also suggests
that ene lack of relationships aP the lower management level'may
have been due to poorly constructed measurement instruments and
19 not reflect prbblems with the predictive power of the theories.

^

206. Carlson, S. Executive Behaviour. StocAolm: Stromberg, 1951.
This book reports one of the first significant empirical,

studies on how executives spend their workdays. It was based on
self-reports froM presidents of nine Swedish industries of varying
sizes and functions over a 357day pertiod. Although there was a
great deal of variability among subjects, results were discussed
for the group as a whole in terms of the distribution of work time,
communication patterns with subordinates, and work content. Among

22
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the general findings were: (1) Executives experienced a heavy

workload; (2) they,had little control over the design-of their

workday; (3) there was very little uninterrupted time alone to
think and plan; and (4) they spent a great deal of time inter-
acting with subordinates and other visitors. The data on work

content were difficult to interpret, according to Carlson, largely
due to inadequacies in the methodology used. The author cautions
against generalizing these results to other industries and other
cultures because of the small sample size. He urges that more

studies of this kind be undertaken and suggests that future re-
search concentrate on the impact of the organizational environ-
ment on executive'behavior.

2-07. Carson, I. ilOw top men make up their minds. International Manage-

ment, 1971726(4); 20-24.
A small international group of executives were asked to de-

scribe their decision-making styles, and this article records
some of their responses. These executives pointed to the impor-

tance of subordinate influence, careful analysis, timing; and
choosing an appropriate place to be alone to think.

2-08. Childs, J. E. & Ellis, T. Predictions of variation in managerial

roles. Human Relations, 1973, 26, 227-250.
This study found support for the proposition that role dimen-

sions are contingent on situational characteristics. Managers'

perceptions of their jobs differed as a function of type of in-
ANIustry, degree of organizational structure, size, culture, job
type, and organizational level. With respect to organizational
level, senior leaders (as compared to middle managers) reported'

their work was less routine, perceived themselves as having more
Authority, and felt freer to initiate change. Unexpectedly, role

clarity did not differ for the bad levels. The authors conclude

that "manager" is not a generic term and suggest that assessment
and training programs be concerned with environmental characteristics.

2-09. .Coates, C. H. & Pellegrin, R. Executives an4itsup44visors. AmeriCan

Sociological Review, 1957, 22, 217-220.
Fifty executives and 50 first-line supervisors from 30 large

Southern bureaucracies were asked to describe and compare their
personal attributes through unstructured interviews. The article

contains a qualitative summary of their responses focusing on per-
ceptions of the executive ahd his role. Both groups described .

the executive as more personally coMpetent (higher in intelligence
and motivation, more self-confident and self-directed, etc.) and,
much better at carrying out the traditional executive role (plan-

ning, coordinating, motivating, understahding human behavior,
Also, b6th groups were aware of the disadvantages of the executive's
role (much stress and responsibility,, little leisure time, etc,),
and the,supervisdrs cited these as reasons for why they would not

want,to be executives. The authors conclude that the groups see

their.roles as distinct, and are differentially motivated because

their role-requirements differ.
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2-10. Day, C. \IR., Jr. How executives rate themselves. Industry Week,
1979, 202(6), 78-83.

Industry Week asked a select number of executives'to rate
.themselves on managoment of time, delegation of work, working

.

'With the opposite sex, ability-to organize work, coping with pres-
sure, overall performance, and other items. Executives responding
ranked themselves highest at meetihg deadlines. Other high marks
included abilities to self-start, run productive meetings, and
analyze dilemmas. The number one nemesis, of the executive was
time-management. 11Mage.A.,ens for this weakness included: (1) com-

-4) plexity of management;. (2) external influences; (3) delegation of
problems; and (4) decisionmaking which results from committees or
groups.

.
.

2-11 Dubin, R. & Spray, S. L. Executive behavior and interaction. In-
dustrial Relations, 1964, 3, 99-108.

This study described the activities of eight junior and senior
business executives from various departments of a large industry
using a self-report technique. Results (reported in terms of per-
centage of time) indicated that executives spent the greatest pro-

1..:

portion of time in verbal, face-to-face communication wi
Ic

associ-
ates outside their own depaftments and initiated rather ,,an

received the majority of communication.. Within their own depart-
ments, the largest percentage of contacts were with."peers" (indi-
viduals of equivalent status and authority) as opposed t!a.superiors
or subordinates. Also, senior executives reported engaging in a
number of activities simultaneously. This was not as cha/acteris-
tic of the junior executives. No general pattern was found regard-
ing activity content (e.g., time spent planning, coordinating,
etc.). (The authors suggest that this latter finding indicates
functions differ according ta specialty and level. Howe*, the
individual differences may'also be attributable to such a ifacts
as the small sample size or lack of agreement on definit ns as to
what constitutes a particular activity.)

2-12. England, G. W. & Weber-, M. L. Managerial Success:. A Study of Value
and Demographic Correlates. Minneapolis: Center for the Study of-o

Organizational Performance and Human Effectiveness, University of
Minnesota, 1972.

Using a salarYjage ratio to define "success," this study com-
pared-the values and demographic characteristics of successful and
unsuccessful managers. Results indicated that successful manager's
favoreA pragmatic, dynamic, achievement-oriented values, preferred
to take an active role in interactions, and were willing to take
risks to achieve organizationally valued goals. Unsuccessful man-
agers preferred more static and passive values. ' (Although more
successful'm4agers were generally at the higher organizational
levels, top managers could be found in both success groups. Hence,
the re'sults are only suggestive of executive personal qualities.)
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2-13. Flanculan, J. C.. Defininglthe,requirements of the executive's jab.

PersonN, 1951, 29, 28-35.
The/article introduces the "Critical Incidents Technique,"

a technique for defining job requirements by asking position

holders to describe personal examples of odstanding and unsatis-

factory performance. To illustrate this.,technique, it briefly

summarizes results from WO earlier studies carried out in the

1940s, one with Air Force officers and the other with research

executives. -In the Air Force offixer study, 54 critical behaviors

were identified and divided into six proficiency areas: handling

:administration details, supervising personnel, planning and di-
recting action, organizational responsibility, personal responsi-
bility, and military occupational specialty. Colonels and generals

(as compared to other officers) reported a greater percentage of
incidences involving personnel supervision and the planning, initi-

ation, and direction of actions. The percentage of incidents

reported in the other categories by these senior officers were
relatively small.'A comparison of senior military and research
eXecutives iridicated that general officers and colonels reported

more incidences involvipg fairness and ethics and fewer incidences

dealing wi61 idea-generhtion and the use of imagination an formu-

lating plans. However, the author notes that comparison between

these groups is difficult, given their very differept objectives.

2-14, Franklin Institute, Art and Requirements of Command, Vol. 1, Summary

Report. Vol. 2, Generalship Study. Vol. 3, Historical Studies.

Vol. 4, Seventh Army Command Process Study. Philadelphia: Systems.

Science Department of the Franklin Institute, 1967.
This four-volume series, published during the Vietnam conflict,

develops a detailed model of the necessary combat command functions

at division level and above, based on three lines of inquiry:

questionnaire responses from a cross-section of Senior officers;,a

historical analysis of the methods, tedhniques, and procedures used

by supgrior past commanders; and a questionnaire/interview program
with aetive general officers of the Seventh Army, Europe. Volume I

presents the model, and Volumes'II-IV describe the studies upon

which the model is based. The four-stage model depicts the effec-

tive Senior combat commander as the center of an information trans-

fer system (1) receiving relevant combat information; (2) organizing

it into a directive; (3) monitoring the implementation of the di-

rective; and (4) evaluating the impleMentation's'effectiveness.
The model emphasizes the importance of face-to7face communication,

a free-flowing, two-way communication system, and flexibility in

adapting to,a Changing environment.

. 2-15. Glickman, A. S., Hahn, C. P., Fleishmann, E. A., & Baxter, 13. Top

Management Development and Succession: An Exploratory Study.

,Supplementary Paper No. 27, American Institute for Research.

New York: Committee for Economic DevelOpment, 1968.
Newly selected, executives and those who chose them were asked

for the criteria used in selection in order to discover how top

management development decisions are Made. It was found that
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potential executives were identified early in their careers and
moved up quickly. These "crown princes" were people who stood
out"byperforming-above expectations in lower managerial positions
ancPby associafin4 themselves with top level men. The only compe-
tencies identified were decisiveness and a willingness to take
risks. The authors conclude that the specific requirements of an
-executive's position are not considered in selecting individuals.

2-16. Green, G., Dansereau, F., Jr., &_Minami, T. An empirical test of the
man in the middle hypothesis among executives in a hierarchical,
organizational employing a unit set analysis. Organizational Be-
havior and Human Performance, 1972, 8, 262-285.

The "man-in-the-middle" hypothesis, which has been supported
at lower management levels, states that superiors and subordinates
use different criteria to evaluate their managers. The present
study did not find much support for this hypothesis at the execu-
.tive level. Superiors of successful steel industry executivèssaw
them as structuring, domineering, and promoting both their own
their-membersluence over the unit. In slight contrast, sub-
ordinates saw them in much the same way, but with "consideration"
substituted for "domineering."

2-17. Gugliemino, P. J. Developing the top-level executive for the 1980's
and beyond. Training and Development Journal, 1979, 34, 12-14.

This paper reports on the necessary managerial skills at dif-
ferent ganizational levels as perceived by management professors,
traini irectors, and mid-level managers. Conceptual, human,
and technical skills were seen as important for,a11.1evels, but
the "skill mix" differed in line with Katz' theory (see 3-24).
The subjects perceived that pie need for conceptual skills in-
creases, technical skills needs decrease, and human skills needs
remain about the same as one ascends the organizational hierarchy.
The most critical conceptual.skills at the executive level were
perceived to be: (1) .decisionmaking, (2) identifying opportuni-
ties and in,Rovating for the good of the whole organization,
(3) understanding and monitoring the business environment,
(4) structuring the organization, (5) planning the multi-national
corporations, and (6) thinking as one entrepreneur. All were

-thought to be somewhat difficult to teach.

2-18. Haire, M., Ghiselli, E. E., & Porter, L. W. Managerial Thinking: An
International Study., New York: Wiley, 1966.

This .ross-cultural study compared the perceptions and atti-
tudes of managbrS at all levels from 14 countries. Although some
differences were,found, the authors report a great deal of simi-
arity among managers from the different countries,' with the U.S.

ma agers most closelyresembling those in England. This pattern
of hmilarities oVershadowing differences also held true in com-
pari on between upper and lower management. Some differences were
ound, however, in the United States sample, as higher level man-

,*
agers reported being less democratic, more.satisfied with their
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jobs, and having more of their social autonomy and self-actualization

needs fulfilled.

2-19. Heller, F. A. Managerial decision-making: A Study of Leadership

Styles and Polder Sharing among Senior panagers. London: Tavi-
,.

stock, 1971.
Two hundred and sixty British industrial eecutives (vice7

presidents and division heads) responded to a questionnaire On

the extent to which they involved subordinates in the decision-

making process. The degree of power sharing depended upon per-

ceived and actual personal characteristics of both the executives

and their subordinates as well as a number of situational factors

(task clarity, time constraints, span of control, job type, effi-
,

ciency of the communication structure, and target of the decision).

\
The author concludes that it is inappropriate to talk about the

one "best" leadership style and stresses the' need for a contingency'

approach to leadership.

2-20. Heller, F. A. & Yukl, G. Participation,managdrial decision-making

and situational variables. Organizational Behavior and Human Per-

formance, 1969, 4, 227-241.
Organizational level was one of several situationaa factors

in this study of decision-making styles at a large British in-

dustrial organization. Among the findings was that senior managers

used a participation-style of decisionmaking more often'that front-

line supervisors. Also, the more experienced the senior manager,

the more likely he was'to share the decision-making function with

subordinates.

2-21. Hemphill, J. K. Dimensions of Executive,Positions: A Study of the

Basio Characteristics of the 'Positions of Ninety-Three Business

Executives. 'Columbus, Ohio: Bureau of Business Research, Mono-

graph No. 98, 1960.
This study reports the results of a factor analysis on a 575-

item pogitioh description questionnaire thatwas administered to

93 "executives" ranging from second-line supervisors (beginning

managers) to those within three echelons of the president (upper

management). - Of the 10 factors identified, none N,Tere uniguely

characteristic of upper management. In general, the factors were

distinguished more by functional areas than by managerial level.

2-22. Holmes, S. A Report on an Evaluation of Twelve Brigadier General

Designe s. Unpublished manuscript. Center for Creative Leader-

ship, Greznsboro, N.C., 1978.
Using v.servations, interviews, and a psychological test bat-

tery, the stuQ assessed and compared the-personal characteristics

of 12 newly sel:cted brigadier generaIS with industrial executives

and battalion co enders. An analysis of the test battery revealed

more similarities Ian differences between the three groups, and

that the brigadieng erals were more similar to,the industrial



executives than to the battalion comManders in many areas. In
contrast to the battalion commAnders, the brigadier generals and
execUtives were found to function better in less structured situ-
ations and were more creative, outgoing, and flexibje ifn their
thinking. The author categorizes the 12 brigadier generals into
three managerial types: "Dependable-cautious," "_Outgoing," and
"Potentially creativ4." He concludes that individual differ-
ences exist among officers and suggests that they_ should be en-
couraged-to develop their unique strengths.

2-23. ,Hong, D. S. Retired military elite: Post-military employment and
its socio-political implicationst Armed Forces and Socrety, 1979,
5, 450-466.

The author reports that one-thircl of the retired senior mili-
tary ogficers listed in such publications as "Who's Who in America"
Were employed by industrial firms in top level positions (division
head or above) , and concludes that sk4ls developed in the mili-
tary are transferrable. (This study lends some support to those
who feel it is possible to generalize industriat findings to a
military setting. However, it should be noted that the sample
consisted of only the "military elite" and was not representative
of top-level officers in general.)

2-24. Hunsinger, F. R. Wha successful managers say about their, skills.
Personnel Journal, 1978, 57(11) , 618-621.

Using an open Lended questionnaire format, Air Force NCOs
through colonels were asked to describe the major skills contrib-
uting to success. The researchers then grouped the responses into
six categories: (1) Communication (read, write, speak, and listen);
.(2) Human Relations (empathize, understandpeople, consider sub-
ordinates); (3) Management (analyze problems,...Aecisionmaking, and
aPPlication of management principles); (4) Competence (technical

- skills and knowledge of unit requirements)
; (5) Leadership (how to

motivate or direct people); and (6) Intangible Traits (intuition,
judgment, personality, etc.). Their relative weightings differed
according to level. For officers beloW the LTC rank, Communica-
kion, Human Relations, and Management.were raded most important.

. The three most important skills of the LTC/COL group were.Compe-.

tence; Human Relations, and the Intangible*Traits. Unfortunately,
the data for LTps and COLslaere not analyzed separately. (It is
also unfortunate that the author did not factor analyze the re-
sponses, for the components of some of his.categories may not be
highly correlated. For example, are.both "technical skills" and
"knowledge of unit requirements" necessary senior level competence
s)çills, or is only the latter important?)

41P

2-25. Hurtson, C. J., Jr. How often do executives delegate correspondence?
Management'World, 1978, 7(2), 12-14.

The author discusses the role of written comMunication in an
e ecutive's job based on results of a survey of top commercial .
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bank executives. He reports that most executives spenf a good

deal of time writing their own letters, but delegated some to

subordinates. The percentage of Jetters delegated depended upon

a variety of perSonal and situational factors. The author sug-

gests that since the executiVe's writing responsibilities have

greatly increased in recent years, he/she should learn to dele-

gate more in order to ease-the workload andi,developisubbrdinate
.

*p

2-26. Jago, A. G. & Vroom, V. H. Hierarchical level and leadership style.

-Organisational Behavior and Human Performance, 1977, 18, 131-145.

The study used self-report data to investigate the relation-'

ship between organizationallevel (supervisors vs% section heads

vs. division heads) and leadership style (autocratic vs. partici-

pative). The tendency for manggers to prefer participative over

autocratic methods increased from lower to higher levels. The

uthors suggest that roles and situatio6s.differ between levels

and are more conducive to participatory methods at the higher

levels.

2-27. Jennings, E. E. You can't succied in business by merely trying.

Nation's B(4siness, 1966,:54(S), 110-116. (Also in P. D. Grub &

N. M. Loeser (Eds.), Executive Leadership: The Art of Success-

fully Managing Resources. Wayne, PA: MDI Publications, 1969.

Pp. 997144.)
The author employs the results of a survey of industrial

chief executives to describe,the pattern necessary to progress

to the,top of the organizational hierarchy. According to the

author, the necessary skills and characteristics are developed

through education and past organizational experiences.g.The author

suggests that the following characteristics and skills should be

developed: An ability-to manage people regardless of their func-

tional orientation or technical skills, a strong motivation for

advancement, an awareness of the need for corporate yisibility,

and a thorough understanding of organizational principles.

2-28. Just, W. Military Men. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1970. -

A journalist's impressionistic account of the characteristics

and motivations of Army personnel during the Vietnam era, based'

on personal observations and interviews. In Chapter 4 ("The Gen-'

erals"),,the author depicts general officers as "managers" who

are isolated from their men, strictly adhere to Army policy, and

lack initiative; imagination, and innovation. They rose to the

general officer level, according to the a'uthor, because they as-

sociated with the "right" people, performed well in combat as-

signments, and graduated from the "right" military schools. He

does not discuss the colonel positions in much detail, but it is

implied that they are very siMilar to general officers. In Chap-

. ter 8 ("The Colonel"), the author presents a case study of one

colonel, who is described as a true combat warrior, with a decided

dislike for managerial positions.
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2-29. _Kanter, R. M. How the top is different. In R. M. Kanter and B. A.
Stein (Eds.), Life in Organizations: 1,1orkplaces as People. Ex-
perience Them. New York: Basic Books, Inc.., 1979. Pp. 20-35.

The author describes differences between. executives and lower
level managerial positions based on personal observations and in-

-4k"V'e
terviews. he ecutive position is seen as involving much more1

uncertainty a jobs are relatively unstructured, tasks are non-
routine, and decisions must be made about a variety of unknown
elements. She also indicates that executives are more open to .

public.scrutiny, there is greater pressure toward conformity and
less of a distinction exists between work and leisure.

2-30. Kelley, J. The study of executive behavior by activity sampling.
Human Relations, 1964, 17, 277-288.

,The article reports the results of an observational study in
Which the behaviors of four section managers in a British manu-
facturing firm were randomly sampled over a 3-week period. Re-
sults showed that all four managers spent approximately two-thirds
of' their time interacting with other company employees. Subordi-
nates took up the greatest propor i n Of this contact time, fol-
lowed by peers and superiors. With espect to the content of fhe
activities, Kelley reported that the ajority ot the.managers'
time (three-fourths) was spent supervising and performing techni-
cal functions. While these patterns held for all four section
managers, the actual Proportiage of work actively differed accord-
ing to the nature of the individual manager's-job. Kelley notes
-that those managers most similar in function had the most similar
behavior patterns and concludes that the nature of the job rather
than personal qualities,determine what managers do. (While Kelley
describes it as a study of executive behavior, it is not clear
that section managers are, in fact, senior leaders. Kelley cate-
gorizes a section manager as one who ". . . is resPonsible for
maintaining a high level of technical efficiency on his lines .

must meet standards of efficiency operations set by the unit man-
ager . . . [who reports directly to the pre'adent] . . . [and] . .

is responsible for establishing and maintaining on his section
safe standards of work and a high standard \of cleanliness and tidi-
ness" (p. 281). Unfortunately, there are no agreed-upon guidelines
for distinguishing among levels. However\this,description, with
its concern for the day-to-day functioning of the company, would
appear to be more characteristic of'junior rather than senior
leaders-.)

,

, 2-31. Klemp, G. 0., Jr., Murger., M. T., 6 Spencer, L. M.,,Jr. Analysis of
Leadersbip and Management Competencies of Commissioned and Non-
commissioned Naval Officers in the Pacific and Atlantic Fleets.
Boston, MA: McBer and Company, 1977.

This study attempted to identify skills/competencies of naval
officers in the Pacific and Atlantic fleets, using a modified
critical incidents technique. Twenty-seven competencies were
identified and factor analyzed into five.basic clusters: "Task

41k,
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Achievement," "Skillful Use of Influence," "Advising," and "Coun-

sellingi" "Management Control," and "Coercion." Components of

the first three were found tocbe especially effective in differ-

entiating superior from average senior officers. The "Task

Achievement" components which differentiated superior from aver-

age senior officers were .co'ncern for achievement, taking 'initia-

tiye, setting goals, and coaching. With respect to the "Skillful

Use of Influence" category, superior leaders expressed more con-

cern with influence, were more skilled in conceptual analysis, and

were more likely to use persuasion and explanation to motivate

subordinates. These senior officers also reported significantly

more actions to foster teamwork and showed contrdTled emoti!ons,.

With respect to "Advising and Counselling% superior officers -

showed a greater ability to listen, understand, and help subordi-

nates. They also expressed more statements of belief in sUbordi-
.,

nates' basic worth and ability to perform.

2-32 Lau, A. W., Broedling, L. A., Walters, S. K., Newman, A &

P. Mix The Nature of the Navy'CiVilian Executive Job ehavior

and tevelopment. San Diego: Navy Personnel Research Devel-

opment.Center, 1979.
The study analyzed the activities, function, and skills of

Navy civilian executives using a mUltimethod approach. Executive

job characteristics included long working hol4rs, job variety,

fragmental work patterns; a great majority of time spent with ,

other individuals, .thared responsibilities, and a great deal of

felt pressure to produce. A factor analysis of work activities

identified four major executive functions:4 (1) leadership,

(2) decisionmaking, (3) technical problem solving, and (4) the

seeking and disseMination of'information between the organiza-

tional unit and the outside world. Five sets of skills were per-

ceived as necessary for effectively accomplishing the above ac-

tivities and functions: (1) interpersonal/leaaership skills

'(ability to communicate, listen, persuade, ute employee incen-

tives, and effectively interact with other people); (2) adminis-

trative/managerial skills (capability to view the organization

systemically, allocate resources, manage _wises, and plan, direct,

and evaluate the unit's work); (3) technical,skills; (4) environ-

mental/infOrmational skills (ability to interface with the exter-

nal environment); and (5) personal skills (achievement and risk-

taking orientation, conceptual ability for differentiation and

integration). .The leadership and managerial skills were rated as

contributing most to effective performance. The authors conclude

that one must be aware.of the systemic characteristics impinging

on executives to describe and understand their behavior and sug-

geit that training programs should be based on empirically identi-

fied functions and skills. .

, .

2-33. Maccoby,-M. The Gamesman: The New Corporate Leaders. New York:

Limon & Schuster, 1976. ,

The'author, a psychoanalytically trained clinical psycholo-

gitt, develops a psychological 13ortrait of the "typical" executive
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of 1970, based on ,interviews with 250 business managers. He de-
scribes four ideal types: the Craftsman, Jungle Fiphter, Company
Man, and Gamesman, the latter beimg the most typical of today's
effective executive: The Gamesman is described as an individual
who loves change and wants to influence its course. He values
flexibility,,individuality, and risk-taking; fears being controlled;-

, and looks at%ork as competitive contests that must Joe won.

1.

41
2-34. Martin, N: H. Nile level of management and their.mental demands. In

W. L. Warner & N. H. Martin (Eds.), Industrial Man: Businessmen
and Business Organizations. New ork: Harper & Brothers, 1959,
pp. 274-294.

Using observations', interviews, and examination of writteh
correspondence, this study compared decision-makin64\ituations at
four managerial levels of a large industry (works manager, division
superintendent, department foreman, and shift, foreman). Results
indicated that the type of social relationship and decisions en-
countered varied in both degree and kind by level. In comparison
to the communication pattern of lower level managers, the top man--
agers spent more time with others outside their-own work group,
had fewer face-to-face contacts, and communicated less with people
at their own level. Decisionmaking at the higher managerial level
was characterized by more distant time frames, a greater degrge of
abstfactness, and less structure. The author suggests that differ7
ent forms of intellectual functioning and personality are-reguired

, .at each of the levels of management.

2-35. Maude, B. Leadership in, Management. London: Businest Books, 1978. .

The author's purpose is to develop a practical guide on hpw
to become an effective businessman/executive. The information
presented is largely based on personal interviews, biographies,
and other literature on what managers (mostly executives). actually
do, and what they themselves have to say about leadership and man-
agement. "Academic leadership theories-are purposefully ignored
as being irrelevant. After-reviewing the."evidence," Maude con-
cludes that (1) managers are hard-working, competitive, and
pro-active rather than reactive; (2)'the effective leadership
style is situation-dependent; and (3) similar skills are necessary
'at all levels, biNexecutives must be,especially adept at planning,
decisionmaking, applying firm controls to cash flow and budgeting,
developing cohesive teams, and face-to-face communication.

2736. McClelland, D. C. & Burnham, p, H. Power is the great motivator.
Harvard Business Review, 1/976, 54, 100-110.

\The authors-discuss the results of a'study comparing the
motive patterns, leadership styles, attitudes and interests of
(subordinate-defined). effective and ineffective executives. The
effective executive (i.e., one who enhances employee morale) is
characterized as an "institutional" manager, who displays a demo-
cratic leadership style, is More concerned with organizational
voals than with personal achievement, has a high inhibition need
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(which deos4P;ibes,a controlled, disciplined individual), and a

greater'need for social power than for affiliation. Other dis-

tinguishing characteristics include a keen sense of social jus-

tice or equity, a willingness to seek expert advice, low egocen-
trism and defensiveness, a positive attitude toward work, a
long-range perspective, and active membership 4m a number of

outside organizations. (It should be noted that the effectiveness

criterion was morale rather than performance. A much different

profile may have emerged if the latter criterion were used.)

2-37. McLennon, K. The manager and his job skills. Academy of Management

Journal, 1967, 3, 235-245.
A survey of 520 sales, finance, and Personnel managers (de-

partment managers to presidents) found moderately high agreement
in the rankings of 65 job skills. Oral communication, writing

skills, basic academic skills (e.g., economic principles, statis-

tics, etc.), and a thorough knowledge of the organization and its

employees were-among the skills perceived as most important.
Specific technical area knowledge (e.g., principles of insurancer

co Orate finance, etc.) was not seen as veil, important. There'

differences in rankings according to functional area and or-

ga tion size, however, leading the author to conclude that%

skills are riot totally transferrable from department to department

or from one organization to another.
10,

2-38. Miner, J. B. & Miner, M. G. Managerial characteristics Of personnel

managers. Industrial Relations, 1976, 5, 225-234-
This study compared the personal characteristics of middle

and upper perso4elmanagers. The results indicated that top

managers expressed higher needs for achievement and self-

actualization and lower needs for financial rewana and security. ,

Top managers were also found to be Imre motivated td perform' their

roles and scored higher on supervisory ability, intelligence, de-

cisiveness and initiative.
(

0

2-39. Mylander, M. The Generals. New York: Dial, 1974.

This book describes thp demographic characteristics, atti-

tudes, motivation, and lifestyles of general officers. It is

based on available demographic data, unstructured observations',

and interviews as subjectively interpreted by this journaliSt.

In-Chapter 9 ("Jobs Generals Do"), Mylander describes the differ-

ent positions generals hold, as well as how they spend their time.

,
She 'characterizes a general's job as involving long hours spent

on a lot of different activities usually concerned with "trivial!'

day-to-day operations and ceramonial functions. MuCh of the time

is spent in conferendes and meetings with both military and non-

military personnel and he/she has very little time alone to think

and plan.
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2-40. Penner, D. D., Malone, D. M., Coughlin, T. M., & Herz, J. A. Field
Grade Officer Leadership. Leadership Monograph Series No. 6.
Ft. Banjamin Harrison, IN: U.S. Army Administration Center,,
October 1974.

This is one of the monographs in the "Leadership for,the
1970s" series (see also 1-06, 2-56) . It summarizes the most im-
portant leadership behaviors of field grade officers {majors
through colonels) as perceived by,the field giade officers, their
superiors, and subordinates. While a number of differences ex-
isted between the three sets of ratings, there was substantial
agreement on the most important field grade officer behayiors:
awareness of unit morale, technical competence, effective communi-
cation with subordinates, knowledge of men and their capabilities,
and the establishment of high performance standards. The following
differences existed between the three sets of,ratings. Field grade
officers emphasized making their desires and expectatioris known to
their subordinates, superiors were cbncerned with the field grade
officers' attitude toward their job and with the ethipal issue
of distorting reports, and subordinates emphasized field grade of-
ficer personal chara teristics. All three groups perceived the
field grade officer a establishing and maintaining'too high a
level of discipline. ( results reported here may be only sug-
gestive,of senior officer behavior, however, since the colonel'
data were not analyzed separatel)r ) and there may, in fact, be 40-
ferences in functions and skills between major and colonel post!!
tions. Also, it is difficult to evaluate the results since they
are only sumnarized with no statistical analyses presented.)

2-41. Porter, L. W. & Ghiselli, E. E. The self-perceptions of top and
middle management. Personnel Psychology, 1956, 10, 397-407.

The researchers asked middle and top levp1 managers to de-
scribe their personal b-rlits on an adjective.checklist and found
two very different sets of Self-perceptions. Each group described
themselves as Possessing characteristics that fit the position
thei ocbupy, according-to the researchers. The traits reported
by top managers (e.g., active, candid, self-reliani, willing to
take risks, etc.) were characteristic of the action-oriented,
creative planner of general policies, while the middle managers
described themselves with traits that fit the role of a translator
of broad policy intO specifics (e..g., cautious, conforming,
methodical, etc.. The authors conclude that each sees hig role
as being different from those of the other managerial group.

4

2-42. Porter, L. W, & Mitchell, V. F. qk comparative study of need satis-
'faction in military and business hierarchies.' Journal of Applied
Psychology, 1967, 51, 139-144.. 6

Air Force personnel completed a questionnaire measuring need
satisfaction and fulfillment. The results for three levels of

.commissioned.officers were compar0 to previous results for analo-
gous levels of civilian' managers (BG/COL Vi. vice-Presidents;
LTC/MAJ vs. upper middle managers; CPT/LT vs.. lower middle managers):
Among the.findings were: (1) Need satisfaction increased at higher
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orggnizati nal levels in both military and industrial samples.

(2) Military officers were more dissatisfied across all ranks

as compared to their civilian tounterparts. (3) At the senior

management level, the BG/COL group'showed a higher level of

satisfaction on the social and safety needs than the civilian

vice-presidents but were lower on autonomy, esteem, and self-

actualization needs,

2=43. Puryear, E. G., Jr. Nineteen Stars. Washington, D%C.: Coiner

The.book highlights those skills necessary to.,be a truly

great commanding officer by describing the careers and charac-

teristics of four retired Army generals (GEN George S. Patton,

Jr. and Generals of the Nrmy George C. Marshall, Douglas MacArthur,

and Dwight D. Eisenhower) , based on interviews wiLl people that

knew them. Among ple common pharacteristics cited were: inner

strength, knowledge of one's *aft, ability to inspire confidence

in one!s men, power to bring out the best in men, ability to tri-

umph over adversity, equity, humanity, courage, the.ability tO

make decisions, a desire to be a-comMander, and a willingness to .

dedicate oneself to becoming an effective commandin/ officer.

Publications, 1971.

2-44. "Qualities needed for a successful chief staff executive," Associa-

tiOn Management (Special Issue: "Leadership")-, 1978 (November),

54-55.
Using.one open-ended question, chief staff exeCutive officers

and members of the Foundation of the American Society of 1ssoci-
4

ation Executives were asked to describe the necessary qualities

of an effective chief staff executive. This article highlights

the major findings. Both-g-roups agreed on the skills that were

most important ("interpersoal/human relations" and "hard work")

and least important ("c8Mmunication skills" (e.g., spealdng and

writing ability) and "leadership"). "Plannin9,and intelligence" -

Are considered more important by staff executives.than members

whdle members evaluated "integriV4 and "knowledge of others"-

higher than did"the Staff ex9cutives. (The fact that individuals

in this "nonindustrial organiiation evaluated "communication" and

"fleadership" as relatively unimportant executive' skills May indi-

cate that functions and skills differ according to the type of or-

ganization. Also, the fact that members and -executives of this,

organization have different perceptions may indicate that perceived

skills differ as a function of level. However, it is difficult to

draw substantive conclusions from the study sinde the rationale

used to develop and define the classification system categorieS

is not given.)

2-45. Reeser, C. Executive performance appraisal--The view from the top.

Personnel Journal, 1975, 54, 44-46, 66-68.,

Reeser asked 14 chief executive officers of multimillion-

dollar companies to describe the characteristics they consider

most important in evaluating their vice-presidents and then'

35
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subjectively grouped the responses into Skills/characteristics'
categories. Profit-making ability was considered the most im-.

portant skill by a majority pf the respondents. Other signifi-
cant skills included the ability to select and develop future
managers, the ability to motivate, to get along with peers, and
the ability to present the company in a favorable light to out-
side sources. Among the personal characteristics rated highly
were: integrity, commitment to hard work, long hours, and depth
of thinking. (Unfortunately,.the competency.categories were not
very.well defined by the author. The vagueness was due in part
to the actual answert. given by the chief executive officers
(e.g., "he must show me a really higA-level thinking process").
This may indicate that the executives themselves are not at all

Aclear on the specific criteria for effectiveness.)

so

2-46. Rosen, H. Desirable attributes of work: Four levels of management
describe their job environments. Journal of Applied Psychology,
-1961, 45, 156-160.

Using a structured questionnaire, managers at four different
levels of a farm implements industry were aSked to describe hOw
characteristic each of 24 job/organizational climate conditions
was to their jobs. No differences were found between top and mid-
level managers. However, the positive job conditions were seen

more characteristic by top and middle managers than by those
at the lower two leyels. The author concludes that the higher one
goes in the organization, the more positive is the organizational
climate,when the organization is broken up i'nto a two-level tier.
(The applicability of these results to executives is somewhat
questionable. While the hiphest organizational level sampled
was said to be composed of "top level managers," these people
were described as subordinates of the general manager. Hence,
they,may in fact have been closer to mid-level managers rather
than to the executive class. Also, none of the 24 items received
more than a "moderately important"

rating, suggesting that the
conditions choien did not adequttely describe the managers' jobs.)

2-47. Rosen, H. & Weaver, C. G. Motivation in management: A study of four
managerial levels. Journal o'f Applied Psychology, 1960, 44,
386-392. .

,

Using a structpred questionnaire, managers at hur different
levels of a large flirm implements plant were asked to describe how
important each of 24 job/organizational climate conditions was for
then. There was a high degree.of commonality across all four
levels and the authors suggest that "manageMent" may be described
as a generic class, with managers at all levels sharing perceptions
about what they want from their jobi: (Since this study used the
same methodology as the Rosen (1961) study (see 2-46), the same
criticisms'apply.)
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2-48. Sayles, L. R. Leadership: What Effective Managers "Really" Do--and

"How" They Do It. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1979.

The book describes managerial functions, activities, gnd per-
,

sonal Characterisfics based on the author's own studies and other

published works. The author emphasizes that all managerial roles

(especially at the executive leVel) can only be described in the

context of the complex, ever-changing organization of which the

manager is a part. In line with this systems orientation, mana-

gerial behavior is described in terms of "contingency responses"

(coping with threats to the integrity of the system). and ,"uncer-

tainty reduction" (adapting to changes). Both functions require

indiViduals who persevere, are flexible, have a high frustration

threshold, have the ability to understand and integrate the inter-

related elements of the organization,-and have the ability to in- :

teract with and persuade members of the vertical and horizontal

sYstem.

2-49. Shartle, C. L. Executive Performance and Leadership. Englewood

Cliffs) NJ: Prentice Hall, 1956.
The author uses his own personal experiences, earlier théo- "

retical writings, and past research results (largely based on.the

Ohio State Leadership Studies series) to describe effective execu-

tive behaviors. As with most publications in the Ohio State series,

the book emphasizes subordinate/superior relationships and the iM-

portance of "cohsideration" and "initiating structure" behaviors.

'However, it also discusses other aspects of the organization's

internal and external environment,as being important to fully un-

derstand and predict effective exec.utive functioning.

2-50, :Stewart; . Managers and Their Jobs. London: MacMillan, 1967.

In a study of what managers actually do, middle and senibr

British managersvere asked to keep a diary recording where and

with whom they spent their time over a 4-week period. (Managers

were also asked to record job functions, e.g., planning, sales,

etc., but the data proved to be unreliable- and was not reported.)

.Results shoWed that activities did not differ by level or by job

tYpe (e.g., sales, production, etc.). Rather, they varied on the'

basigPof amount of contact with other people, who that contact was

with, 4hd the amount ct uninterrupted time. Stewart suggests

-that.training programs should be developed on the basis of these

'criteria, rather than by position or organizational level.

2-51. Stryker, P. Who are the executives?--I. In FORTUNE, The'Executive

Life. GardeA City, NJ: Doubleday, 1956. Pp. 15:26.

4 This chapter summarizeS the resultsof A FORTUNE magazine

study on executive functions, based on a survey of over 1,100

executives, lower level managers, and professional consultants.

Respondents generally agreed on the functions of an executive

(planning, delegating responsibility, organizing, coordihating,

etc.). They also agreed that an eXecutive can be distinguished

from a manager (i.e., an executive develops plans and a manager



implements them). sHowever, there were differences of opinion as
who constitutes the "executive class." Some believed that,since
mbst mlnagers perform executive functions, most managers are.execu-
tives. Others indicated that the "real" executives axe onlytlie
"top few."

2-52. Sussm.4n, J. A. Making it to the top: A career profile of the senior-
executive. 'Management Review, 1979, 68(7), 15-21.

The article summarizes the results of a survey administered
to 1,700 executives in 750 of the largest U.S. companies, asking
them to describe personal characteristics associated with their
success. "Concern for results," "integrity," and "desire for re-
sponsibility" were mentioned mostroften as necessary for improving
an executive's chances for reaching the top, and "hard work" was
seen as the biggest single factor for succeSsfully accOmplishing
executive duties. "Exceptional intelligence," "Conceptual ability,"
and "technical competence" were mentioned bY only a small per.
centage of those questioned.

2-53: Tannenbaum,,A. S., Kavcic, B., Rosner, M., Vianell;', M., &, Wieser, G.
Hierarchy in .Organizations. Washington': Jossey-BasS, 1974.

This book presents the results of a series of cross-cultural
studies on factors related to power and its distribution in-in-
dustrial organizations. In Chapter 6 ("Gradience of Reaction and
Adjustment"), a study is described indicating that job satisfaction
and personaladjustment increased steadily from ower 'to higher
organizational levels. The authors suggest that these results re-
flect the unique job characteristics and demands present at each
level. They note that the levels differ on such dimensions as
degree of power, status, control, structure, pay, job challenge,
interest, etc., and it is'these organizational differences which
account for the psychological differences observed.

2-54. Tornow, W. W. & Pinto, P. R. The development of a managerial job
taxonomy: A systeM for describing, classifying, and evaluating
executive positions. Journal of Applied Psychology, 1976, 61,
410-418. ,

This study developed and cross-validated the Management Posi-
tion Description Questionnaire (MPIDO.for describing.the job
tent of executive positions in terms of their responsibilities,
cOncerns, restrictions, demands, and aCtivities. A factor analysis

. of the MPDQ response's revealed 13 independent.job factors. All
positions werethen compared and grouped into 10 homogeneous
clusters, in terms of the similarities and differences in their 13-
fact6r job profiles. Possible applications of this taxonomy to ,

major areas of personnel psychology are discussed.-
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2-55. Trussell, J. B. B., Jr:, CC1.
"Professionalgeneralship" and the

USAWC curricultim. Carlisle Barracks', PA,: U.S. Army War College,

1971.
Using the 1971 general

officer assignment list and the sub-,

jective opinions of general officer assignment experts, the ituthdr

identifies general officer positions, functions, and skills. en-

eral officer positions were classified into five job types: M -

agement/Administration, WAGS/Military Diplomacy, Operations/

Tactics, Policy/Strategy (mostly 09 and 010 positions), and Br ch

Material (mostly 07 and 08 positions). According to the gener l'

officer assignment experts, majbr fUnctions and skills involve

interactions with nonmilitary personnel and agencies. Other

necessary functions'and skills are in the areas of management/

administration, subjective appraisal, and legal-matters, especi-

ally as they affect the military/civilian interface. ,,Vhe aut or

emphasizes the importance of cimmunication skills in_dealing with

the external.environment. (Although this study provides some

valuable information, it should be noted that the author is a

speech writer and his conclusions may have been affected by h s

ll

personal biases. It may be necessary to replicate this stUdy be-

fore drawing any firm conclusions.)-,

2-56. ("Understanding today's young executive," Nation's Business, 1977,

65(9), 90.-94.
This popular magazine article describes the personal qualities

of today's "young executives" (no definition given), bard On a

survey of business college deans. These executives are portrayed .

as aggressive, realistic, independent, and impatient individuals

who have A greater concern for social issues and the eXternal en-

vironment than past executives but are less influenced by organi-

zational loyalties. They also lack listening Skills, and an ap,..

preciation of long-range thinking and "a balance between thinking

and action" (also not defined).

2-57, U.S. Army War College. Leadership for the 1970s: USAWC Study of

Leadership for the Professional Soldier. Carlisle Barracks, PA:

October 1971.
Using interviews and a structured questionnaire on leader-

ship principles and functions, this study measured leadership

climate, attitudes, and expectations as perceived by Army NCOs

through colonels. The following findings are especially relevant.

. to senior leadership:, (1) Degree of-satisfaction with,Army lead-

ership ihcreased, steadily.with grade level. The respOndents in- ,

dicated least satisfaction with junior NCO leadership/and were

most satisfied with the leadership at the 'general officer.level.

(2) The perception of the relative importance of specific leader-

ship principles varied among grade levels. (3) The extent to

which officers and-NCCIs are perceived to successfully perform

their leadership'functions
depends upon the grade level and the

particular function measured (i.e., the functions which respondents

indicated colonels perform adequately (or inadequately) were not,

the same as those for-7 lower level's). The report also contains an
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annotated bibliography of 176 leadership publications prior to
1971 that were used by the authors to develop the questionnaire
and hypotheses.

2r58. U.S. Army War College. ,Senior Service College Position Validation
Study. Unpublished Manuscript, Carlisle Barrack, PA, 1979.

The manuscript reports preliminary results of a senior offi-
cer job analysis. Using a self-report questionnaire format,
colonels and general officers rated 73 skills (grouped into the
seven skills/knowledge areas taught at USAWC) on importance and
levelNof expertise required to accomplish their duties. The most
important perceived needs of both general officers and colonels
appear to be in the leadership 'area

("communication skills" and
"personal qualities associated with effectiveness") followed
closely by managerial-skills

("decision-making techniques" and
"knowledge of organizational systems and procedures"). Military
skills and knowledge of domestic and international issues were
Aleen as more necessary for general officers than cklonels, but
liceither grouP considered them as important as the Madership and .

management skills. While the,rank ordering of these skill cate-
gories on perceived importance and required expertise level were
the:,-same at both senior officer levels general officers reported
requiring a greater level of expertise in all subareas, especially
in the military skills and knowledge of domestic and international
issues areas. Among colonels, slight differences existed in the
skill rankings as a function of job:type, particularly on the less
necessary skills (e.g., military skills, domestic and international
knowledge). However, the ratings on perceived,importance%nd re-
quired skill level appear to be fairly consistent among colone s,
regardless of.educational background, source of commission, o -Piof position" (The study is an,excellént first step ind.ear ng
about the necessary skills and functions of senior leaders.' How-
ever, one should be cautious about drawing any firm conclusions
from this preliminary data analysis. Only descriptive statistics
are reported; there appears to be a great deal of variability
among respondents, and the skill items were grouped on the basis
of face validity only. Also, since the researchers .chose skills
reflecting the USAWC curriculum, they may not necessarily reflect
all (or even the most important). senior leadership skills.),

2-59. Van Nostrand, S. J. & Wallis, M. R.' General Officers' Views Oh Con-
tinuing Education/Updating 'Program for General Officers. Research

-Problem Review 78-3. Alexandria, VA: U.S. Army Research Institute
for the Behavioral and Social Sciences, April 1978.

The report provides a qualitative summary of questionnaire
responses by general officers concerning the need for general offi-
cer continuing education programs. Although there were lifferences
of opinion, the majority of general officers indicated that there
was a need for such a program, and that it should involve informa-
tion updates on pcdicy changes. One of the open7ended questions
asked for areas in which the general officers were,least prepared.
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"Management skills" (installation, financial, a d resource) were

mentioned most frequently. This was followed byN'civilian person-

nel" and "mcidern training methodology." Unfortunately, these

latter categories were not defined. ThiskIrvey also included a

question on the Most important trainable peropal traits officers
(at all ranks) should have. There was very little agreement aS

no single trait was mentioned by more than 4 of tfie,50 general of-

ficers sampled, and 2 of the officers suggested that\ "by the time

an officer makes general, whatever traits he haS are f.ixed."

2-60. itely, W. T. Nature of managerial work revisited. Proceeapgs
of the Eighty-Fourth Annual Meeting of the Academy of Management,

San Francisco, 1978, 195-199.
Using a time sampling technique and a poSition descrip6con

questionnaire, this study atte pted to describe the activitiels'
A

and functions of seven senior , dustrial - s

great deal of variability in th d no nifi an'e

'tests were used on this small same -. However, t a or chaitr-

acterizes his executives as spending most of the time (1) verbalily

communicating, (2) in formal meetings, (3) of short duration, \

(4) with One or two people, usually subordinates. The oontent

the activities focused aroundtransmitting and receiVing informaA

tion rather than decisionmaking. Also, the executives reported \

that complexity ana strets.are not characteristic of their.work.

2-61. Williams, R. E. A description of some executiye abilities by means

of the critical incidents technique. Unpublished doctoral dis-

,, sertation, Columbia University, 1956.
Using a sample of-742 manufacturing executives (general man-

agers through board chairmen), critical incidents describing es- 1

pecially effective and ineffective performance'were accumulated

by interviews. Eighty-two critical job requirements were identi-,

fied and grouped into the following six categories: planning,
\

Organization, and execution of policy; relations with_associates;

technical competence; work habits; adjustment to job; 'and coordi- /

nation and integration of activities.

2-62. Winter, D. 9___Navy Leadership and,Management Competencies: Con-

vergence among Tests, Interviews and Performance Ratings. Boston,

MA: McBer and Co., 1978.
This is a follow-up to the Klemp et al. (1977) study on

naval officer competencies (see 2-31). 'The report describes tha'

development and validation of a test battery to measure the skills

identified in the earlier study. Many of he test battery variables
significantly correlated with.competencies of the early study were

significantly related to ratings of overall performance fog leader:-

ship and management skills but not for technical competencies. The

specific correlation patterns depended upon organizational level.

At the highest officer level sampled (eXecutive officers and com-

manding officers), the most important prerequisite of superior .

performance was found to be concern for the controlled use of
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influence and itXmpact on others. The better officers at this
level were also found to have superior scheduling skills and to

manage by optimizing (mak2hg the best of a situation and getting
,others to work together). Their motive pattern showed a high in-
hibition need and a high need for social power relative to affili--
ation. Also, they.were more oriented toward organizational ac-
complishment than self-gain.

Additions.

2-63. Wortman, M. S. & Sperling, J. Defining the Manager's Job. New York:
AMACOM, 1978.

This is largely a handbook of position descriptions of top
and mid-level manager, (mostly the latter) from 142 organizations.
The author suggests that descriptions of top officials ere not
done very much because many believe the duties are quite clear,
and require no formal description.

2-614. Ghiselli, E. E. Managerial talent. American Psychologist, 19631
18(10), 631-642.

The author discusses the importance of five competencie9 for
effective management (supervisory ability; self-/
assurance, perceived ocCupational level and intelligence), apd de-
scribes the results of a research program where,questionnairle
measures of these characteristics were correlated with self7L and
othOr-ratings of performance at different organizational leyels.
Supervisory ability, self-assurance, and,perceived occupational
level (a measure of aspirations) were found to increase as;a func-
tido of organizational level. Initiative was highly associated
with performance at mid-level and top management, but shoWed no
relationship at the lower management levels. In generalrintelli-
gence increased as a function of level. However, at the highest
organilational level, those executives in the top 3% of the I.Q.
scale showed a negative relationship with performance. 'the author
concludes that those who progress up the organizational liadder are
well endowed intellectually, gifted with the capacity to direct
others, self-stimulated to action, confident in'their ahilities,
and strive for positions where their abilities can.best be utilized.

42
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Most of the 43 listings in this section are conceptual pieces and have

been included in this bibliography as possible sources of testable hypothe-

1

ses for future research. Table 3 summar1zes their content. Like the empiri-

cal literature,.most of these listings are from the private sector. The

military*contributions include four personal opinion essays 8y senior offi-

cers on the needed competencies of top level leaders (04, '30, 31, 36) , two

documents on official Army policy (38, 39), one essay projecting future skill

, needi (42), anci a sourcebook on Professional Military Education (43). Only

one personal opinion essay (05) could be found that compares the necessary

cOmpetencies of military and nonmilitary senior leaders.

Many of the listings can be classified as "practical *ides for the suc-
)

cessful executiye" and are based largely on conventional wisdom and 61.0kau-

thors' personal experiences as consultants or senior leaders/ SOme emphasize

executive functions (02,\08, 10, 37); others concentrate on competencies 103,

07, 11, 14, 17; 21, 22, 30, 31, 33, 36) and some,discuss both (05, 09, 12,

13, 18, 28). ,Of these listings, foUr 102, 08, 10, 37) are considered "clas-

sics." C011ectively known as "Functional Theories," they were written in the

first half of the twentieth century ariSserlie as a basis for much of the

current literature.

Some are based on more than personal experiences, as the authors also

use the existing theoretical and empirical literature to develop theie' ideas.

Of these, some emphasize competencies (01, 06, 15, 16, 20, 24, 34) ; others

discuss job-related variables such as What executives actually do (27, 32,

41), their roles (26, 27) , and the importance of the internal-external.et-:

vironment ,intetlace (25). Three others in this classification'discuss the

need for matching cómpetencies with a particular job (04, 29, 40).
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Four of the listings that base their ideas on more than personal ex-

periences (19, 23, 24, 35) have been especially,influential in stimulating

other empirical gia nonempirical contributions. All are theories that

postulate differences in functions and/or aills according to hierarchical

level. These theories were derived from observations in industrial organi-

zations, but all claim to be applicable to other*organizations as well.

MINN,
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Table 3

Descriptive Contents of Nonempirical Literature_ (Sectiaon 3)

Organization Type Target Group Subject Matter
Non-

Military military
Mil-Nonmil
Comparison

Senior Level
Leaders Comparisons

job-Related
Competencies Variables

04

30
31

36

38

39

42

43

01

02

03

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

32

33

34

35

37

40

41

05 01

02

03

04

05

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

20

21

22

25

-27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

06

19
23
24

26
35

01

03

04

05

06

-07
09

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24'

28

29

30

31

33

34

36

38

39

40

42

43

02

04

05

08

09

10

12

13

18

19

23

25

26
27

28

29'

32

35

37

40
41

42
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3-01. Argyris, C. Characteristics of successful executives. Personnel

Journal, 1953,.32, 50-55.
The author describes 10 characteristics of successful execu-

tives, based on his own personalobservations. He suggests that

successful executives exhibit high frustration thresholds, encour-

age full participation, continually question themselves, accept

competition, express hostility tactfully, accept victory as well

as defeat with controlled emotions, understand they are limited

by their environment, strongly identify with some group, and seek

realistic goals.

3-02. Barnard, C. I. The Functions of the Executive. Cambridge, MA: Har-7.

yard University Press, 1938.

1)1

Althou it has been criticized for it's esoteric style and use

of vaguely d f ined terms, this often-cited book is considered a
(if not "the") classic in the area by both theoretiCians and prac-

titioners. Based on the author's personal experiences as an execu-
tive, it provides a sociological analysis of formal organizations
(industrial as well as nonindustrial) and their relation to execu-
tive functions (control, management, leadership/supervision, and

. \
administration). He suggests that an effective executive is one
who can successfully formulate policy, coordinate all elements
(human and nonhuman), and develop an efficient communication sys-

tem. Communication and interpersonal skills are considered essen-

tial to accomplish these functions. He also draws a clear distioc-

tion between "executive" functions and "executive". positions,

arguing that the functions are exercised by all those in positions

of control, regardless of level. 4

3-03. Basil, D. C. Measuring Skills for Executive Action. New York: Ameri-

can Management Association, 1970.
This.American Management Association publication offers sug-

.

gestions to executives on how to improve their functioning. The

book discusses managerial skills (how to design and implement con-

trols, set objectives, and structure/coordinate) and-interpersonal/

leadership skills (understanding human beh-avior and motivation).
The author suggests that these two sets of sicills become increas-

ingly important the higher one rises in.the organization. He also

mentions that leadership and management skills are complemented by

conceptual skills but he does not discuss these latter skills

directly.

3-04. Bletz, D. F., COL. The modern major general (vintage, 1980), Param-

eters, 1974, 4, 40-51.
This personal opinion essay discusses the necessary skills of

a senior.officer. It argues that officers from lieutenant colonel
through general need to-know abdut the civilian society, its prob-

lems, ,and political policies. The author contends that an all-

volunteer Army and.increased government regulations have led to a

greater interdependency beleaeen the Army and its parent society;

thus a knowledge of the interface is a prerequisite of the senior.
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officer. The author also discusses the advantages and disadvan-
tages of different managerial styles, suggesting that effectiveness
depends on matching the appropriate managerial style to the
situation.

Bradley, *O. N., GEN. Leadership. Military Review, 1960, 46, 48-53.
General of the Army Omar Bradley describes the necessary func-

tions and characteristics of senior leaders based on his own ex-
periences in military and industrial organizations. The General
argues that leadership functions and skills are the same in both
sectors. According to General Bradley, leaders have two functions:
planning (information Collection and analysis, policy formulation,
and decisionmaking) and execution (coordinating efforts and inspir-
ing others to do the job). The latter is considered,the more im-
portant of the ,two and can be accomplishe'd by coMbining personal

qualities (character, conviction, and outstanding physical and
mental energy) with interpersonal skills (human understanding, con-
sideration of others, and the ability to reward as well as punish)
and managerial skills (the ability to identify, select, and develop
a competent staff, a thorotgh understanding, of and interest in all
parts of th'e organization, and skills at soliciting inputs from*
others).

(This article has had a great influence.on the Army's leader- .

ship doctrine of the past decade. General Bradley has presented
it to students at both the U.S. Army Command and General Staff Col-
lege (USACGSC) and the U.S. A'rmy War College (USAWC), its contents
form the basis of most leadership manuals written in the past 10
years, and it serves as a foreword to USAWC's series of pamphlets
on "Leadership for 'the 1970s" (see 1-05, 2-40, 2-57) . It is in-
teresting to note that General Bradley (and the Army) emphasizes
"execution" skills, while most writers in the industrial community
stress "planning.")

3-06. Brunson, R. R. 1Perceptual skills in the corporate jungle. Personnel
Journal, 1972, 51, 50-53.

Brunson, a managementprofessor, suggests that the higher a
manager rises in the corporation, themore unstructured and ill-
defined the job becomes. To effectively cope with such a situation,
executives must motivate employees toward goal accomplishment
through the informal communication network. This requires .three
basic .sets of skills: technical (a knowledge of one's specific
specialty *area);'structural (abilities to plan, organize, direct,
activate, lead, motivate, control, and Communicate); and'&rceptual/
cognitive skills. This latter set of skills is considered the moSt
important by the author, and includes an understanding of the major
organizational goals and values, the ability to distinguish signifi-
cant from trivial information, and the ability to absorb, evaluate,
and clearly transmit messages. (This article is basically an
elaboration of an earlier "Skill mix" theory (see 3-24), but with
a clearer statement of the necessary conceptual skills. 'Interest-

,lAgly, the author does not, include this theory among his.references,)

.1 )
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3-07. Costello, What it takes to be a chief executive.\\Nation's Busi-

ness, 1977, 65, 6.
A chief executive describes the skills required for his 150-

sition. These include technical know-hbw, aptitude for long-range
planning, and the ability.to carry on external relations with the,v,
many publics that are important to a company. Also, he should haVe
integrity, be people-oriented, have a personality that instills
confidence and respect, and possess natural leadership ability,
intelligence, an open mind, flexibility, and self-confidence. -

,3-08. Davis, R. C. The Fundamentals of Top Management. New York: Harper,

1951.
This 800-page volume describes the author's philosophy of

effective executive management, based on his'personal experiences
and the existing theoretical literature prior to 1950. The ap-

proach.taken by the author is described as "scientific management,"
which he defines as "the application of the logic of effective
thinking to the solution of business problems." The book provides
a detailed description of what thtwauthorperceives to be the three
major functions of the executive (creative planning, organizing,
and controlling) and suggests how these functions should best be
carried out by describing well over 100 principles of management.

3.-09 Drucker, P. F. The Effective Executive. London: Heinemann, 1967.
A "self-training" book by a well-known consultant on what an

effective executive should do. Conceptual.skills are most impor-

tant, according to Drucker, for the executive's major task is-to
structure the situation and eliminate obstacles so he can "think"
(i.e., plan and decide). The effective executive is described as

one who (1) is goal/results-oriented, (2) manages time well,

(3) emphasizes his/her strengths, (4) is good at selecting and
developing competent people, and (5) is an effective decisionmaker.
This latter characteristic implies that the executive is able to
identify the root problems, specify what decisions must be made,
convert decision into action, obtain accurate feedback, and modify
plans when necessary.

3-10. Fayol, H. General and Industrial Management. London: Pitman, 1949.

First published in 1916, this treatise by a French industrial-
ist serves as a basis for most of the later functional theories in

the field. It discusses four necessary functions of management
(planning, organizing, command/supervising, coordination, and
control/monitoring) and sets forth 14 principles/requirements of

an effective organization. Fayol suggests that a well-run organi-
zation.should have a clear organizational itructure in terms of..
division of labor, authority, responsibility-assignment, and chain
of command; an equitalie and well-specified set of rules, standards,
and penalties; employment stability; and a climate encouraging
initiative, cohesiveness, and harmony. The author also emphasizes
the need for management education to learn how these requirements

should be implemented.
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3-11. Fox, J. M. Executive Qualities. Reading, MA: AddiSon-Wesley, 1976.
Guided by personal experience, the author suggests that 12

"personal" and °mental" qualities (e.g., courage, integrity, nimble-
mindnedness, etc.) combine to form 6 "abilities" characteristic of
an executive's role (judgMent, communication ability, leadership,
political astuteness, and foresight). (Unfortunately, neither the
qualities nor abilities are clearly defined (e.g., "Leadership, as

distinct from sales ability, is simply the ability to lead others"
(p. 190).)

3-12. Gardner, N. D. Effective Executive Practices. Garden City, NJ:
Doubleday, 1963.

This is a programmed text aimed at helPing executives function
more effectively. The book offers suggestions on effective use of
time, delegation, planning, decisionmaking, and management controls.

3-13. Goblt, F. G. Excellence in Leadership. New York: American Manage-
ment Association, 1972.

. The book describes the-effective executive on the basis of
quotes from successful executives and the author's personal ex-
periences as a consultant. The effective executive is character-
ized as one who (1) is goal-directed, (2) develops clear plans for
setting and achieving goals, (3) is a creative,problem-solver who
can adapt to change, and (4) does not simply conform, but (5) 4s
willing to take risks in developing and implementing plans he be-
lieves are right.

3-14. Goetzinger, C. & Valentine, M. Problems in executive interpersonalw.
comunication.Personnel.Administration, 1964, 27,-24-29.

An essay by two rgInizational consultants on persistent com-
munication problems *ncountered in their workowith executives.
Many executives,- they contend, fail_to-recognize-that-a-communica-
tion system is not an inanimate structure, but a series of inter-
personal relationships composed of human beings who (1) can process,
only a limited amount of information, (2) do not accurately receive
messages they perceive as threatening or cannot understand, and
18) hesitate to send accurate, innovative information if they feel
honest feedback is discouraged, will be used against them, or will
not affect'planning and decisionmaking. 4The authors suggest execu-
tives must create a climate of openness and trust that discourages
the tendency to filter out unpopular or negative ideas and encour-
ages honest, innovative upward communication.

3-15. Heffner, R. W. What makes a good executive? AdVanced Management,
4 1954, 19(12), 21.-23. (Also in P. D. Grub & N. M. Loeser (Eds.),

Executive Leadership: The Art of Successfully Managing Resources.
Wayne, PA: MCI.Publications, 1959; pp. 104-1084

The author argues that one must go beyond a general descrip-
tion of the primary executive functions .(planning, organizing,
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directing, coordinating, and controlling) to specify the skills/
characteristics neceSsary to perform these functiOns. Six sets
of trainable Skills and four characteristics needed to learn these
skills are discussed. The skills.include: (1) an ability to
recognize the optimal time for introducing policies; (2).,communi-
cation skills; (3) the ability to discover critical elements of'a,
situation and arrive at novel solutions; (4) the alpilityterr,leason

deductively aad inductively; (5) skills at involving subordinates
in the decision-making process; and (6) an ability to persuade -and.

motivate. The four personal characteristics are.intelligence,
stability (e.g., inner 'noise to create consistency of action), em7
pathy, and social sensitivity (an understanding of interpersonal,
and group processes). 01k

3-16. Held, W. G. Executive skills: The repertoire needs enlarging. Colum-
bia Journal of World Business, 1967, 2(2), 81-87. (Also in P. D.

.Grub & N. M. Loeser (tds.), Executive Leadership: The Art of Suc-
cessfully Mana4ing Resources. Wayne, PA: MDI Publications, 1969.
Pp. 70-79.)

According to the author, executives must increase their under-
standing of the socio-economic issues in the society at large and
the organization's role in society, because of the growing inter-
dependency between industry and government. He suggests that this
element should be incorporated into management theories and educa-
tion programs, and calls for systematic research to define the
necessary skills.

3-17. Henry, W. E. The businesS executive: The psychodynamics of a soctal

role. American Journal of Sociology,J949, 54, 286-291.
This article lists and describes characteristics of chief-

executive,officers. The author contends that the successful execu-
tive represents a crystallization of-many of the attitudes and
values of American society.

3-18. Hunt,, B. Managers of change: Why are they in demand? Advanced Man-

agement Journal, 1980, 45(1) , 40-44.

The author offers his personal opinions about the skills re-
quired of today's,executive. He suggests the effective executive
is one with multidimensional skills who can adapt to a rapidly
changing environment. Among the required skills are farsighted-
ness, an understanding of human behavior, the ability to motivate
others, and the capacity t$ relate business problems to the world
at large.w

3-19.. Jaques, E. A General Theory of Bureaucracy. New York: Halsted, 1976.
The author presents a theory of organizational structure along

with some illustrative data from his extensiye work with a large
British manufacturing firm. The theory views organizations as being
composed of discrete (discontinuous) hierarchical levels, distin-
guished by the time frame with which the'manager must be concerned

Pc)
0 6,
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and the level of abstractness characterizing the work. The theory
suggests that senior level managers must be capable of long-range
planning (i.e., tite spans beyond 2 years) and abstract thinking.
Not everyone is capable of becoming an effective senior leader,
the author oontends, for individuals differ in their capacity to
perform these cognitive functions.

3-20. Jennings, E. E. The Executive: Autocrat, Bureaucrat, Democrat. New
York:./. Harper & Row, 1962.

The author believes that an effective chief executive is one
who has the flexibility and se1T-confidence to adapt to a constantly
changing environment filled with uncertainty. He discusses the
three basic leadership styles (Autocrat, Bureaucrat, and Democrat)
and introduces a fourth, the "Neurocrat," whom he feels typifies
many executives of the 1960s: an anxiety-ridden, insecure, in-
flexible individual with high needs for power, order, and achieve-
ment. He suggests that none of the four types can adapt optimally
to the executive's envi onment. He propdbes a style which blends
features of the bas'' 44ee types.

3-21. Johnson, F.-R. Specialist vs. generalists: Who runs the company?
.Management Review, 1980, 69(1), 43-45.

A personal oRinion essay arguing that chief executive officers
should be generalists who can speak knowledgeably on many phases of
business, since corporations go through cycles requiring different
management skills.

3-22. Jones, E. E. Industrial Leadership and Executive Ability: Lessons ,
To Be Drawn from the History of War, Science and Statecraft.
Easton, PA: HiVe Publishing Company, 1974.

Originally written in 1914, the author believes the successful
leader has personal characteristics traditionally associated with
Jaenerals, scientists, and diplomats. The book develops primary
principles of administration from istories and biographies of
famous people in these areas.

3-23. Katz, D. & Kahn, R. L. The Social ychology of Organizations (2nd
ed.). New York: Wiley, 1978.

In Chapter 16 ("Leadership") of this well-known work on the
organization as an open system, Katz and Kahn present a leadership
theory emphasizing the importance of influence/power bases not de-
creed by the organization. The authorsvdistinguish three leader-
ship patterns: Origination (creation, change, and elimination of
structure) , Interpolation (supplementing and piecing out structure),
and Administration (using structure that already exists), corre-
sponding approximately to the top, middle, and bottom levels of an
organization, respectively. For each of these levels, Katz and
Kahn have suggested a cognitive and an affective requirement. At
the Origination level, the one most closely associated with top

(3 3
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management, the cognitive requirement is a "systemic perspective."

This invplves an ability to'change or create new structures and an

awareness of the organization's relationship with its environment

and interrelation among organizational subsystems. The affective

component, whiati. is oalled "charisma," is an aura surrounding a

leader that seirarates him from the general membership. It arises

from the leader's ability to satisfy. the dependency needs of his

followers through dramatic leadership acts. -

\

3-24. Katz, R. L. Skills of an effective administrator. Harvard Business

Review, 1974, 52, 80-108.
In a 1955 issue of Harvard Business Review (Vol. 33, pp. 33-

41), Katz postulated that all leaders require three basic types-Of

skills, technical skills (an understanding of and proficiency in a
specific kind of activity), human skills (understanding and moti-

vating individuals in groups), and conceptual skills (coordinating

and integrating all the activities and interests of the organization

toward a common objective), with their relative'importance varying

.according to managerial level. As one ascends the'organization
hierarchy, technical skills become relatively less important, the

need for conceptual skills increases rapidly, while human skills

remain equally'important at all levels. He suggested that these

different "skill mixes" should be taken into account in selection,

training, and development.

The current article presents-the original theory.along with a

retrospective commentary by its originator. In general, Katz

stands by his original skill mix formUlation,.but modifies his

definitions of the human and conceptual skills and expands upon

the chief executive's role. Human skills are divided into two

(mutually incompatible) components: Leadership within the man-

ager's owh unit and intergroup relationship skills, the latter

being more import t at senior management level. Katz now sees

conceptual skills s an innate, largely untrainable ability to

.think in terms of uncertainties and probabilities. The successful

chief executive musf be an efficient operator and an effective

strategist, according to Katz, whose necessary skill mix varies

as the organizational requirements change. The executive must

depend upon conceptual and technical skills when the organization

is in difficulty, conceptual and intergroup skills when developing

and expanding, and human skills when Maintaining the organization

on its present course.

3-25. Makrianes, J. K., J . External relations and the chief executive:

Public Relations Journal, 1980, 36(3) , 34-35.

In this personal opinion essay by an executive search firm

director, Makrianes contenda that the interdependence between or-

ganizations and their external environments has increased over the

past 10 yeats. To deal with this trend, the chief executive offi-

cer must have a thorough understanding of-and the ability to com-

municate.with external agencies affecting their organizations.
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3-26 McGrego4 D. The Professional Manager. New York: McGraw7Hill, 1967.
,' This book contains, a section on role differences between mid-

idle and upper management. The author suggests that while middle
managers deal with concrete, day-to-day problems, the executives
face a much broader And more complex set of issues. Among the execu-
tive roles discussed are: planning, coordinating, establishing
broad policies; interfacing the internal-external environment, as-
sessing subordinate behavior, analyzing the consequences of inade-
quate performance, and evaluating accomplishments of the organiza-
tion as a whole. The author also points put that managerial roles
are different from position descriptions because management behavior
is contingent on the personal characteristics of the office_hOlder
as well as on a constantly changing environment.

m'', 3-27. Mintzberg, H. The anage 's job: Folklore and fact. Harvard Busi-
ness Review, 1975. N 410,

- In this article, Mitzberg contends that research shows man-
agers are not the systematic, reflective planners that the theories
postulate. -Rather the job pressures drive the manager to be "ac-
tion" (not "thinking") oriented, responding to immediate needs
rather than to long-range plans. Managers are described as indi;,-
viduals who are superficial in their actions, overload themselves
mith work, encourage inteyruptions, respond quickly to stimuli,

. seek the tangible and avoid the abstract, and make decisions in
small increments. mintzberg also reviews his category system of
managerial roles presented in an earlier book (see 1-18) and re-
iterates the need for skills training.

3-28. Mitchell, W. N. The Business Executive in a Changing World. New
York: American Management Association, 1965.

This book presents opinions based on the author's personal
experiences as4a consultant on what top level managers must know
to be successful. The author believes the major problem of man-
agement is "leadership" (i.e., how tO organize availabde human
effort). Effective leadership, in turn, depends upon a thorough
understanding of the following: (1) the nature and limits of au-
thority, (2) executive functions (direction, representation, and
evaluation) , (3) how to motivate people, (4) how to organize one's
time and effort, (5) how to establish order in operations, and
(6) how Eo deal with an ever-charging environment.

3-29. Munson, R. J Saxberg, B. D., & Sutermeister, R. A. The modern man-
ager: What makes him RUN.? Business Horizons, 1966, 923-934.
(Also in P. D. Grub & N. M. Loeser (Eds.), Executive Leadership:
The Art of Successfully Managing Resources. Wayne, PA: MDI Pub-
lications, 1969. Pp. 51-62.)

These authors suggest that personal motivation/goals inter-.
relate and sometimes conflict with organizational goals and there-
fore both must be taken into consideration to understand managerial
behavior at all levels. They believe the most important motivators
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are: need for achievement, power motives, personality character-

istics, value systems, money, power, status, prestige, competence,

affiliation, and service to others.

3-30. Newman, A. S., MG. What are generals made of? Army, 1969, 19(7),

16-21.
This essay on the characteristics of effective general offi-

cers describes the early military careers of nine famous generals.

Based on these descriptions he suggests the following "intangible

qualities" that must be developed early in an officer's career: a

---Thtstes-srcrna-1--att-i-ttmle-i--sel-f--een-f-a-cleaceia_sanse_sa.f_persp
aggressiveness modified by a sense of humor, compassion for others,

'and a toleration of human error.

3-31. Newman, A. S., MG. What are generals made Army, 1969, 19(8),

39-42.
This is the second of a two-part essay on characteristics of

effective general officers (see 3-30) . It describes the "intangi-

ble qualities" of nine famous generals after they had reached the

general officer level. These qualities include human understand-'

ing; time management capabilities; an ability to meet challenges

successfully; a bold, positive, driving character--and a,little

bit of luck.

3-32. Peters, T. J. Leadership: Sad facts and silver linings. Harvard

Business Review, 1979, 57(6)., 164-172.
' The author contends that the hectic nature of the jpb does

not allow executives to be the rational, orderly, systematic

decision-makers that the theorists portray. Their time is frag-

mented) they rarely receive all the options necessary for a ra-

tional decision, and they must be content with long times delays

between making the decision and' its implementation. This is not

necessarily disastroust'according-to the authorwfor the execu-
tive's chief function is not to be a decision-maker but to serve

as a formulator of values, and to persuade others that these val-

ues should be implemented. Tuthor describes how to accomplish
these functions within the confiries of the executive's job.

3-33. Rodman, I. The Executive Jungle; Los Angeies: Nash, 1972.

This practical guide to success is aimed at executives who

want to "hack it," as the author puts it. It describes the various

ineffective personality types Rodman has encountered as a consul-

tant to point out traits that should be avoided.

3-34. Scanlon, B. K. Managerial.leadership in perspective: Getting back

to basic's. Personnel Journal, 1979, 58, 168-171, 183-184.

This personal opinion essay argues that too much time has been

spent on theories and research into management styles and too lit-

tle on leadership skills specifically associated with performance
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criteria. This type of leadership depends,upon establishing per-
formance standards, delegating authority, and coaching (performance
appraisal). The author discusses what.an effective leader should
do in each area.

3-35. Tannenbaum, A. S. & Georgopolos,-B. S. The distribution of,control
in formal organizations. In A. S. Tannenbaum (Ed.), Control in
Organizations. New York: McGraw*H411, 1968. Pp. 45-54.

The authors present an Iralytic framework and some illustra-
tive data on the distribution of control in formal organizations
and indicate some of the issues involved az well as some of the
directions for future research. They suggest that the direction
of control is upward as well-as do ward and to understand the
process one must consider the degr e to which an individual con-
trols (active control) and is con olled by others (pas4lve con-
trol) as well as who exercises th control (sources of'control) and
over whom the control is exercis (orientation of conkrol). They
suggest a relationship between t ese four elements will differ by
organizational level, function, and situational factors. They
note, for example, that the mil tIVP control process will be dif-
ferent during peace and wartim

3-36. Taylor, M. D., GEN. A do-it-you self professional code for the mili-
tary. Parameters, 1980, 4, 0-15.

GEN Taylor proposes th the ideal officer is one who can suc-
'cessfully and efficiently c rry out all assigned tasks. Personal
characteristics needed are ental and physical stamina, a sent of
justice, patriotism, loyal y to Army and dbuntry, strength of will/
conviction, human underst ding (consideration), a consultative
style, and the ability t inspire. The author notis that these
are especially relevant t senior, command levels.

3-37. Urwick, L. F. The Elemen s of Administration. iieW York: Harper, 1943.
Based on_his top anagement experience as managing director of

a British consulting irm, Urwick elaborates upon Fayol's suggested
functions of managem nt (see ref. no. 29). He accepts Fayol's
"organizing," "comm d," and "control" functions but separates
"planning" into two separate functions: "plan development" and
"forecasting." In addition, he emphasizes the ro],e of "investi-
gation" (i.e., res arch and development) as a major function of a
manager., Along w th a discussion of the functions, Urwick presents
29 major princip es and a hoSt of subprinciples regarding how an
effective organiiation should be run.

3-38. U.S. Department of the Army. PromotioR of Officers on Active Duty.
Army Regulation No. 624-100. Washington, May 1979. ,

This Army regulation seipulates the characteristics necessary
for promotion to general officer rank. Xmphasis isaplaced on ihe
ability to initiate and shape policies (i.e., conceptualize isSues,

chart strategy, and formulate plans) rather4han to merely organize
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already existing solutions. Other requirements include leadership
and management skills, general staff experience, selfless dedica-
tion to serve, am abiiityto represent the Army and communicate
articulately with those outside the military, exhibited imagination
in challenging personnel, and paSt evidence of concern for his/her

subordinates and their problems. Technical specialty is not an

important consideratiOn.

3-39. U.S. Directorate.for Armed Forces Information and Education. The

Armed Forces Officer. Department of Defense Pamphlet 1-20.

Walhington, 1977.
This manual is a basic source for commissioned officers in

the military services on expected conduct and behavior. While

i intended primarily for junior officers uthors indicate

tlhat the material "should be of value to officers .th longer ex-

.
perience," implying that the basic skillS and values are similar_

across the rank structure. The material presented in Chapter 7

("Leader and Leadership") and Chapter.8 ("Mainsprings of Leader-

ship.") are especially relevant, Chapter 7 describes the qualities
that exceptional past military leaders had'to highlight the point.

that there is no one leadership type. The only characteristics
all had.in common were (1) skills in organizing men into a coherent

team to reach a goal; (2) courage and willingness to take risks;

(3) physical fitness; and (4) "a strong belief in the U.S.,and the

goodness of a free society." Chapter 8, describes the necessary

qualities of today's effective officer (e.g., an inherent ability

to control and direct, self-confidence based on expert knowledge,

initiative, loyalty, pride, a sense of responsibility, and a dedi-

cation to task accomplishment). The chapter emphasizes that lead-

ership is not innate, but can be trained.

3-40. "Wanted: A manager to tit each strategy." Business Week, 25 Febru-

ary 1980, 166, 168, 173.
This Business Week article takes &contingency approach to

leadership by emphasizing the need to match an executive's person-
ality and talent with the type of task to be accomplished. It

describes four industries that were successfully implementing this

approach.

3-41. Wrapp, H. E. Good managers don't make policy decisions. Harvard

Business Review, 1967, 45, 94-100.
The author personally believes that the portrait of a general

manager as a rational decision-maker is a myth.' He describes the .

executive as an opportunist who muddles through problems (although

with a purpose), concerns himself With many day-to-day operating

matters, and does not limit himself to the "big picture." He sees

the executive's function as one of giving the organization a sense

of direction and seeing that individuals work toward that goal.

Much of the article deals with what an executive should do to per-

form this function effectively.
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Additions
47,

. 3-42. Channon, J. B., LTC. Preparing tbe officer corps for the 1990's.
Military Review, 1978, 58(5), 10-23.

With the help of futuristic projections from U.S., Soviet, and
German military and nonmilitary sources, the/author attempts to
(1) forecast the environment senior officers will face in the 1990's,
(2) describe;the netessary skills for such an environment, and
(3) suggest appropriate training formA. ,The military environment,
he postulates, will be highly technical and complex, characterized
bra greater interface with themonmilitary sector while maintain--
ing its current peace-keeping mission. In this enVironment, the
effective senior leader is described as a "sodial engineer," sen--
sitive to the human capabilities of those who wbrk=f r him/her and

4,
.

proficient with the advanced weapons systems of th eY. The au-
thor subsumes the necessary skills under four cate ries: Combat
Skills, Management Skills, Technical'Depth and Organizational Ef=
fectiveness (i.e., leadership, interpersonal and comMunication/
'language skills). He predicts that Combat and Managenent Skills
will remain the'fundamental building bldCks, while Technical Depth
and Organizational Effectiveness will become even more important.
In addition, new special skills may be required in the resource

,management, information sciences, innovations, combat development,
and systems design fields, and he believes all officers must ac-
quire the ability to adapt to constructive change. According to

.the author, "thinking"/peffeptual skills are basic to the devqlop-
nent of all other competencies. He argues that the military schools

_should concentrate on the development of these higher-order skills
through simulations, leaving the information teaching to continuing
education,programs.

.
3-43. Masland, J. W. and Radway, L. I. Soldiers and Scholars: Military

Education and National Policy. Princeton, NJ: Princeton Univer-
sity Press, 1959.

As part of this classic volume on professional military educe-
tian', the authors describe three "sets of qualifications" required
by military executives: Professional Military Qualifications, Gen-
eral Executive Qualifications, and Military Executive-Qualifica-
tions. "Professional Military Qualifications" include techr)ical
knowledge about militaryiroles, functions, and organizations;
knowledge of the organization's interests and policies; and knowl-
edge of subordinate needs and problems.. "General xecutive Quali-
fications" describe the traditional leadership and management
skills: Among these are the ability to inspire subordinates, work
harMoniously with others, communicate effectively, evaluate infor-
mation and peoplei conduct affairs.efficient1), overcome parochial
attitudes, adapt to changing environments, and grasp complicated
problem-solving situations, including the capacity, to islentify
problems and isolate televant variables and relationships. "Mili-
tary Executive Qua"lificadons" include'such attributes as profes-
sionalism, dedicatidn,.patriotisM; self-discipline, a broad knowl-
edge of military and nonmilitary affairs, and the abilitfto
interface the two environments.,
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1 USA uRDNANCE CHEMICAL CENTER AND SCHOOL ATTN: ATSL-OLC-P

L HQDA ARmY FORCE 40DEMNIZATION COORDINATION OFFICE
I HODA ATTN: DASG-RTEI
I 1230 USARCOM RESERVE CENTER
I US ARMY SOLDIER.SJPPORT CENTER /

I USA rORCES COMmAND AFPR DEPTY CHIEF, OF STAFF FOR PERSONNEL
I OIRELTORATE OF TRAINING A1TN: ATZCI-T

I DIRECTORATE DF COMBAT DEVELOPMENTS ATTN: ATZO'D \
I HODAHCOM MARINE CORPS LIAISON OFC
I DEPAHTMENT OF THE ARMY US ARMy OTELLIGENCtv+ SECURITY ,COMMAND
I.

ANNIsTON ARMY UEPOT ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
I US AHMY CECOM ATTN: DRSEL-ATUu
I USA rORCES COMMAND
I PM THADE /

US MILITARY DISTRICT Of WASHINGTON OFC oF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
NAVAL CIVILIAN PERSONNEL kOmD SOUTHERN FLD DIV

.2? ARI LIAISON OFFICE
I 7TH ARMY TRAINING.COMmAND MO

1 HODA.. OCS STUDY OFFICE
1 DEPAHTMENT .OF THE NA-v4 HUMAN RESOUICE NANA(EMENT DIVISION (OP-15)

I DEPAHTMENT OF THE NAVY HUMAN RESOURCE mGT AND PERSONAL AFFAIRS DEPT
1'DEPARTMENT OF THE NAV). HUMAN RtSOURCE MGT AND PERSONAL AFFAIRS DEPT '
1 NAVAL MILITARY PERSONNEL CONRAN') (N-62)

NAVAL MILITARY PERSONNEL COmmANO (N-6I)
1 NAVAL MILITARY PERSONNEL CONRAN° (N-4)
1 HUMAN 4ESOORCE mA4AGEMENT CENTEH
1 HUMAN RESOURCE mA4AGEMENT CENTER

U.S. NAVY TRAINIVG ANALYSIS EvALUATION GROUP
, 1 USACuEC ATTN: ATEC-EX-E HUMAN.FACTORS

1 ATTN: SM-ALC/DPCR
1 INTEH-UNIV SEraNAR ON ARMLUJORCES SOC

1 OASA (RDA) DEPuTY FOR SCItNCE AND TECHNOLOGY
1 OFC uF NAVAL RESEAROH /

1 AFHRL/LAT
f AFHRL/LRLG

a
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1 AIR FORCE HUMAN RESOURCES LAB ATTN: AFHRL/TSR
1 NAVY PERSONNEL R AND 0 CENTER /

1 NAVY PERSUNNEL R AND 0 CENTER uIRECTDR OF PROGRAMS
I NAVY PERSONNEL R AND 0 CENTER /
P OFC uF NAVAL RESEARCH PERSONNEL AND TRAINING RESEARCWPROGRAMS
1 NAVAL PERSONNEL R + 0 CENTER /
1 OFC uF NAVAL RsCh ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS PRO.
1 MCFANN-GRAy 4 ASS)CIATES. INC. /
1 NAVAL AEROSPACE MEUICAL RSCH LAb AIRdORNE RANGER RESEARCH
1 DEPT. OF NATIONAL DEFENCE DEFENCE AND CIvIL INSTITUTE OF ENvIR MED
1 NAVAL AEROSPACE MEDICAL RSCH LAb AERJSPACE PSYCHOLOGy DEPARTMENT
1 USA IRADOC SYSTEMS ANALYSIS ACTIVITY ATTN: ATAA-TCA
11/HEANAJARTERS, COAST GUARU CHIEF, PSYCHOLOGICAL RSCH BR
1 USA LNGINLER TOPOGRAPHIC LABS ATTN: ETL-TD-S
1 USA mOBILITy EUvlomENT R AND U CUMU ATTN: DROME-TU (SCHOOL)
1 USA !RAINING BOARD ATTN: ATTb-ATB-TA
1 USA MATERIEL SYSTEMS ANAOSIS ACTIVITY ATTN: ORXSY-C-
1 NAFEL HUMAN ENuINEERING bRANCH
1 RATTECLE-COLUMBuS LABORATORIES TACTICAL TECHNICAL OFC
1 USA ARCTIC TEST CEN ATTN: AmSTE-PL-TS
1 USA LOLD REGIONS TEST CEN ATTN: STECR-UP
1.USA LONCEPTS ANALYSIS AuCY 'ATTN: CSCA-ITOP
1 HO WHAIR DIV Of NEUROPSYCHIATRY
1 USACAC ATTN: ATLL-CAC-IA

USACACDA ATTN.: ATZL-CAC-A
r USA tLECTRONIC wARfARE LAb CHIEF, INTELLIGENCE MATER DEVEL + SUPP OFF
1 USA HSCH UEVEL + STANDARDILA bp. U.K.

NAvY PERSONNEL RScH !AVEC CENTER ATTN: (CODE 307)
1 USA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LAd$ CHIEF, BEHAV SCIENCES DIV, FOOU SCI LA8
I USAAHL LIBRARY
1 HUMAN RESOURCES RSCH ORG (HUMRRO) /
1,SEVILLE RESEARCH CORPORATION
1 USA IRADOC SYSTEMS ANALYS1S,ACTIV1TY ATTN: ATAA-SL (TECH LIB(ARY)
1 UNIF0RMED SERVICES UNIT OF THE HEALTH SCI DEPARTMENT oF PSYCHIATRY
1 USA LOACTER SYSTEMS COMMAND ATTN: COMMAND, TECHNICAL LIBRARY H-9
1 HUmAN RESOURCES HSCH 0Ht., (HUMRRU)
HUMRHO LIBRARY

1 BATTtLLE REPORTS LIBRARY
I RAND CORPORATION /

1 RAND CORPORATION ATTN: LIBRARY U
1 NAFEL LIBRARY, ANA-64 -
I GRONINGER LIBRARY ATTN: ATZF-PS-L 81.JC, 1313
1 CENTtR FOk NAVAL ANKLYSIS
1 NAVAL4HEALTH,RSCH CEN LIBRARY
I NAVAL PERSONNEL R AND U CEN LIBRARY AITN: COUE PIO&
1 HQ. fT. HUACHDCA ATTN: TECH HET' Ulv
1 USA ACADEMY OF HEALTH SCIENCES sTIMSON LIBRAO (DOCUMENTS)
1 SCHOuL ,ff SYSTEMS AND LOGISTICS /
1 ERIC PROCESSING AND REFERENCE fAC ACQUISITIONS LIBRARIAN
1 OEPAHTMENT OF THE NAVY TRAININu ANALYSIS AND EVALUATIoN Gp
1 NATIuNAL CENTER FJR HEALTH STATISTICS /
1 USMA DEPT OF bEHAVIORAL SC! ANU LEADERSHIP
1 OLD uOMINION UNIVERSITY PERFORMANCE ASSE RENT LABORATORY 4
1 USA LOMMAND ANu GENERAL SIAFF COLLEGE A IN: LIBRARY
1 USA IRANSPORTATION SCHOOL USA TRANSP TECH INFO AND RscH CEN
1 USA AUMINCEN TECHNICAL RESEARCH BRANCH LIBRARY
I USA rIELD ARTY HU /
1 NAT LLEARINGHOUS FOR MENTAL HEALTH INFO pARKLAWN BLDG
1 U oF TEXAS CENi"FDli COMMUNICATIoN Rscri
1 '711-51ITUTE FOR U,EFENSE ANALySEsS
4.1SA/tRAINING SUPPDRT CENTLR ATTN: ATIC-DsT-pA

1 AFHRI TECHNOLOGY DFC (H)
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I P.ORDuE uNIV DEPT OF PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES
1 USA MOBILITY Euu1MENT R AND D COMMAND ATTN: DRUME-ZG

1 HQ, uSA MOW ATTN: ANPL-Ot
1 DA lib ARMY RETRAINING bUL RESkAFICH EVALUATION DIVISION
1 DANVILLE RESEAHCH ASSOCIA1ES,,INC.
1 USA AEROMLDICAL kESEARCH LAB scILNTIFIc INFORMATION CENTER
1 HUMAN RESOuRCE MANAGEMENT CkN, SAN DIEGO
1 USAFA DEPT OF 8L4 SCI + LEAUERSHIP
I OS MILITARY ACADEMY DEPT. O HISTORY, BLDG 601

1 USA iNTELLIGENCE CEN A60 SCH ATTN: SCHOOL LIBRARY
1 MARINE CORPS INSTITUTE
1 US CuAST GUARD TNG CEN ATTN: EDUCATIONAL SVCS OFFICER
1 USAAvNC AND FT. RJCKER ATTN: AIZO-ES

-1 USA AIR DEFENSE SCHOOL ATTN: ATSA-DT

1 USAAOIC ATTN: ATZO-D
1 US MILITARY ACADEMY DIRLCTOH oF INSTITUTIONAL RSCH

1 USA AIR OEFENSt SCHOOL ATTKI: ATSA-CD-MS

I USAAuS-LIBRARY-DOCUMENTS
I USA_AIR DEFENSE BOARD ATTN: FILES REPOSITORY
1 USA SERGEANTS MAJOR ACADEMY,- ATTN1 LEARNING RESOURCES CENTER

1
USA INTELLIGENCE CLN AND SCH ATTN: ATsI-UT-SFL

1 USA uRDNANCE CEN AND SCH ATTN: ATSL-TU-TAC
1 USA ARM'OR SCHOOL ATTN: ATZK-TD
1 NAVAL. POSTGRADUATE SCH ATTN: DOLLY KNOX LIBRARY (CODE 1424)

1 USA IRANSPORTATION SCHOOL DEPUTY ASST. COMMANDANT EDuCA. .TECHNOLOGy

1 USA sIGNAL SCHWA:AND GOIRODN ATTN: ATZH-ET

1 USA MILITARY PO,LICL SCHOOL ATTN: LIBRARY

1 USA ARMOR CENTER +TT. KNOX OFI-ICE OF ARMOR FORCE MGT +. STANDARDIZATION

1 USA sIGNALACHOOL + FT. GORDON EDUCATIONAL TEONNOLOGy DIVISION

1,410 AiC/XPTD TRAINING SYSTtMS uEVELOPILNT
1 USA INSTITUTE F(IR-mIL,ITARY ASSISTANCE ATTN: ATSU-TD-TA
1 US AHMY ARMOR-CENTER ATTN: ATZN-TO-PMO
1 USA trUARTERMATTEH SCHOOL uIRECTORATE OF TRAINING DEVELOPMENTS

1 US tuAST GUARD ACAUEMY /

1 USA 1RANSPORTATIO4 SCHOOL DIRECTORATE OF TRAINING DOCTRINE *

1 USA INFANTRY SCHOOL LIBRARY /

1 USA INFANTRY SCHOOL ATTN: ATSH-I-V
1 US AkMY INFANTRY SCHOOL ATTN: AISH-00

1 USA INFANTRY SCHOOL ATTN:' ATSH-UOT-LRU

1 USA INFANTRY SCHOOL ATTN: A15H7LV
1 USA kP + CHEM SCH/TNG CLN + FT. MCCLELLAN ATTN: ATZN-RTS
USA MP + CHEM ScH/TNG CEN + FT. MCCLELLAN DIR: COMBAT DEVELOPMENT

1 uSA MP CHEM SCH/TNG CEN + FT. MCCLELLAN DIR: TRAINING DEVELOPMENT

1 USA kP + CHEM ScH/TNG CEN + FT. MCCLELLAN ATTN: ATZN-MP-AcE

1 USA iNSTITUTE UF AUMINISTHATIONWTN: RESIDENT TRAINING MANAGEMENT
1 USA i-IELD ARTILLERY SCHOOL MOR SwETT LIBRARY
1'...USA INSTITUTE OF AUMIN1STHATION ACADEMIC LIBRARY

1 USA wAR COLLEGE ATTN: LIBRARY
1 USA ENGINEER SCHOOL LIBRARY ANU LEARNING RESOURCES CENTER

) OSA ARMOR.ECHOOL (oSARMS) ATTN: LIBRARY
1.16 &AST GUARD ACADEMY LIBRARY
1 USA IRANSPORTATION SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION SCHOOL LIBRARY
1 ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIvENESS CON +-SCH ATTN: LIBRARIAN
1 US ARMY INTELLIGENCE CENTLR + SCHOOL ATTN: ATSI-TP

I US ARMY INTELLIGENCE CENTER + SCHOOL ATTN: ATSI-TO-PM

1 US AWAY INTELLIGENCE CENTER + scHOOL ATTN: ATSI-ES
1 DEPAHTMENT OF THL AIR FORCE AIR UNIVERSITY LIBRARY (ATC)

1 USA CHAPLAIN CENTER + SCHOOL ATTN: ATSC-TD-00
1 USA LHAPLAIN CENTER + SCHOOL ATTN: ATSC-TD-E0

I USA LHAPLAIN CENTER.+ SCHOOL AIIN: AISC-To-SF
CUSA LHAPLAIN CENTER + SCHOOL ATTN: ATSC-00S-LLC
1 DEPAHIMENT OF THE NAVY HUMAN RLSOURCE MANAGEMENT SCHOOL
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1.NAVAL POST GRADUATE SCHOOL
I HQ TKADOC TRAINING DEVELOpMENT INSTITUTE
? BRITISH EMRASSY 3RITISH UEFENCL STAFF!
2 CANAu1AN JOINT STAFF
I COLS 60 LfBRARY
1 FRENLH ARMY ATTAC-1E -

I AUSTRIAN EMBASsY DEFENSE, MILITARY AU AIR ATTACHE
3 CANAuIAN DEFENCE LIAISON slAFF ATTN: COuNSELLOR, DEFENCE R AND D
I ROYAL NETHERLANUS EMOASSY MILITARY ATTACHE *

1 CANAuIAN FORCES BASE CURNwALLIS ATTN: PERSONNEL SELECTION
? CANAuIAN FORCES PERSONNEL APPL RSCH OlIT
1 ARMY PERSONNEL RtSEARCH ESTAbLISHMENT
6 LIBRARY OF CONURL.5S EXCHANGE ANU 6IFT DIV
I DEFENSE TECHNICAL 1NFOHmATION CtN ATTN: UTIC-ODA-2

140 LINRARY OF CONURESS UNIT UOCUmENTS EXPEDITING PROJECT
1 US GuVERNMENT PRINJING OFC LIBRARY, PUBLIDOCUMENTS DEPARTMENT
I US GuVERNMENT PRINTING UFC LIBRARY AIU STATUTORY., LIB DIV (SLL)
1 THE ARMY LIBRARY ATTN: ARMY STUUIES SEC
3 / /

I / /

NUMBER uF ADDRESSEES 205

TOTAL NuMBER OF.COPI7S 384

ir
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